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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – INTRODUCTION 
This deliverable aims at evaluating some key technologies that are worth investigating for 
advanced mobile broadcast system, i.e. DVB-NGH standard. Among these technologies, we find 
multi-antenna or MIMO (Multiple-In Multiple-Out) aspects.  

The first study (see section II) proposes a new spatial coding scheme called 3D MIMO that is a 
hybrid combination of space-time block codes (STBC) and Golden code MIMO schemes. It is 
shown that such a code is very efficient in a single frequency network (SFN) context where the 
double layer structure of the code allows inter-cell and intra-cell space-time coding across the 
multiple antennas of the network. Another field of application is also proposed with the possible 
hybrid reception of satellite and terrestrial links. In both transmission scenarios, the proposed code 
outperforms other classical STBC approaches since it does not only take advantage of the 
robustness of the Alamouti structure but also of the full rate capability of the Golden code. As a 
consequence, such a code allows high spectral efficiencies to be achieved while ensuring robust 
transmission in many broadcasting contexts. 

The second MIMO topic (see section VI) proposes and evaluates the combination of the rotated 
constellation, introduced in DVB-T2, with MIMO schemes. This evaluation shows the interest of the 
iterative receivers to benefit from the diversity gains brought either by the MIMO or/and by the 
rotated constellations. The first part of the study concerns the performance of iterative receivers 
for MIMO systems when the DVB-T2 error correcting (LDPC) code is considered. Several STBCs are 
considered, ranging from the classical spatial multiplexing scheme to more complex linear 
precoding-based STBCs. Unlike the previous work performed in TF206 and presented in deliverable 
D2.6.1, the system design and the performance evaluation take into account the presence of the 
powerful LDPC error correcting encoder/decoder. Moreover, through synthesis charts, this study 
shows the improvements in terms of spectral efficiency and/or BER performance brought by the 
MIMO system compared to a SIMO (Single-In Multiple-Out) or SISO (Single-In Single-Out) system. 
It was observed that:  

• compared to the SISO system, the proposed MIMO scheme allows for a performance gain 
greater than 2 dB for low spectral efficiencies and even 6 dB for high spectral efficiencies;    

• compared to the SIMO system, the proposed MIMO scheme allows for a performance gain, 
greater than 2 dB whatever the couple code rate/modulation. 

In the second part of the study, the principle of rotated constellations adopted in the DVB-T2 
standard was extended to a SIMO system. The simulation results showed that when erasure 
events are taken into account during the transmission, the rotated scheme largely outperformed 
the non-rotated one. The gap between both schemes can range from several tenth of dB to 
several dBs when the performance of the non-rotated scheme leads to an error floor. In the case 
of transmission over Rayleigh fading channel, an iterative process between the decoder and the 
demapper should be performed in order to efficiently exploit the signal space diversity provided by 
the rotated constellation. 

A proposal of a new preamble design (see section III) is also evaluated for coarse frequency 
synchronization for cyclic prefix (CP) OFDM systems. The presented approach allows for a fast 
synchronisation to the data stream. In case of OFDM this procedure especially incorporates the 
detection of signals and the coarse frequency synchronisation to the data stream. Additionally, the 
flexibility of the overall signal bandwidth is important, as the available frequency resources get 
more and more fragmented. One example for a completely flexible signal bandwidth is DVB’s 
second generation standard for cable transmission: DVB-C2. This system does not rely on any 
channel raster and the bandwidth of the signal is completely flexible. However, this requires a new 
synchronisation scheme to the signals. The scheme presented in this document could also be 
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applied for the next generation handheld system, DVB-NGH. As shown in the document, the 
proposed technique cannot be applied to the preamble only, but it is also feasible for the 
frequency domain pilots within the payload OFDM symbols. This is especially reached by the fact 
that the receiver knows the sequence is has to expect. Additionally, it allows for a method to 
transmit Layer 1 signalling within the preamble, which can be received even if the receiver is not 
completely tuned to the correct frequencies. Hence, it also allows for variable bandwidth without 
any need for a fixed channel structure. 

In order to increase the spectral efficiency, a system without pilot symbols for channel estimation 
is proposed; in this scenario a SISO (see section IV) and MISO (see section V) system are 
evaluated. So, DVB-T2 offers a special mode in which the overhead due to the pilots is minimized. 
Using this Pilot Pattern (PP) 8, the receiver has to employ additional means to estimate the 
channel. One means, for which the PP8 scheme of DVB-T2 was mainly designed, is the so-called 
and well known CD3 algorithm. Using this algorithm, the data is used as pilots in order to estimate 
the channel. However, the data symbols have to be known prior the equalization process in order 
to estimate the channel correctly. As this is practically impossible, the algorithm introduces a delay 
of at least one OFDM symbol. Hence, the receiver does not use the correct channel estimates to 
equalize the channel, but previous ones. This may be uncritical for stationary reception, but gets 
important for mobile or portable receivers. Additionally, there may be the effect of error 
propagation. If the PP8 scheme is used for DVB-T2, the application of time interleaving is 
prohibited, because this would lead to even longer delays than 1 OFDM symbol. However, if the 
receiver is not able to correct one LDPC FEC block completely, the following channel estimation will 
include errors that leads to reduced channel estimation performance. This will naturally propagate 
to the next OFDM symbols, and so on. In extreme situations, this may even lead to loss of 
synchronization until the next reference symbol is sent. However, due to the decreased overhead 
this technique may be a candidate for DVB-NGH as well, especially for slow mobility (< 40 Hz 
Doppler). 

Since the beginning of the B21C project, Orange Labs proposed the OFDM/OQAM modulation 
scheme in order to be more resistant than CP-OFDM in mobile environments. The main interests of 
OQAM are the improvement of throughput thanks to the absence of the guard interval, the 
performance against Doppler and the confinement of the spectrum. Of course these advantages 
are not free since the modem complexity is greater than for CP-OFDM and the performance 
against long echoes is less than conventional OFDM scheme. During previous studies within the 
B21C project, it has been shown that OFDM/OQAM is suitable for Doppler environments but 
suffers from large channel delay spreads typical of SiFN environments. In addition, we have seen 
that regarding to the environment, the OFDM/OQAM prototype filter can be adapted, since some 
filters are more suitable for Doppler environments (TFL prototype) whereas others are appropriate 
to large delay spread values (FS prototype). The idea of introducing OFDM/OQAM in a new 
standard should be very useful for mobile scenarios, i.e. DVB-NGH, and for networks having delay 
spread value no more than 10% of the symbol duration. So, the idea is not to entirely stand in 
conventional CP-OFDM for OFDM/OQAM but to put in as optional to get more robustness in mobile 
environments (train …). However, combining OFDM/OQAM with STBCs such Alamouti codes leads 
to some troubles that are detailed in this document. Thus a comparison and evaluation of 
OFDM/OQAM in a SISO environment regarding to CP-OFDM with MIMO Alamouti scheme, either 
performed in time or in frequency domain, is carried out with regards to Doppler effect and SFN 
environment. The conclusion shows that for mobile environments, OQAM leads to better resistance 
than CP-OFDM even if MIMO Alamouti is implemented. However, OQAM suffers from large delay 
spreads typical of SFN environments.   
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II 3D MIMO 

II.1 INTRODUCTION 
The proposed system is based on a 3D MIMO-OFDM scheme taking advantage of the particular 
characteristics of the SFN. More precisely, the contribution of this work is multifold.  

If the system implements terrestrial sites only, the MIMO techniques will be applied between 
different sites' antennas and thus it will allow a higher diversity than co-located antennas. An 
investigation of potential distributed MIMO techniques in terrestrial transmission will be one of the 
main targets of this work. First of all, we investigate the possibility of applying a space-time block 
code (STBC) encoder between the antennas of two sites in the SFN architecture. Second, a 
generalized framework is proposed for modelling the effect of unbalanced powers received from 
different transmitting antennas in MIMO-OFDM systems. This is a critical problem in SFN with 
mobile and portable reception. Then, we analyze and compare some of the most promising STBC 
schemes in the context of broadcasting for future terrestrial digital TV with equal and unequal 
received powers. Once compared, we propose a new 3D space-time-space (STS) block code for 
SFN environment. The use of a second space dimension will be justified as being particularly 
adapted and efficient in the case of SFN transmission. The proposed code is based on a double 
level construction of ST codes resulting from the combination of two coding schemes. The first 
layer corresponds to an inter-cell ST coding while the second one corresponds to an intra-cell ST 
coding. 

If the system implements a satellite component, the combination of satellite and terrestrial sites' 
antennas using a MIMO technique will be investigated. In this hybrid transmission, a detailed study 
will focus on MIMO channel model combining the terrestrial and satellite components. The land 
mobile satellite (LMS) channel model proposed by Fontan and adopted in DVB-SH is a starting 
point for further research in this domain. 

II.2 SYSTEM MODEL IN TERRESTRIAL SINGLE FREQUENCY NETWORKS 
Classically, in SFN architectures, the different antennas transmit at the same moment the same 
signal on the same frequency. From the reception viewpoint, one has to distinguish two cases:  
the open area and the gap area environments [1][2]. Open areas correspond to the areas which 
benefit from an unobstructed view of transmitting antennas. Gap areas correspond to the areas 
where the direct signal is shadowed by obstacles. In the open area case, the transmitted signal is 
reflected from a large number of objects in the surroundings of the receiver. These signal 
components are received with independently time varying amplitudes and phases. In gap areas, 
there is no direct signal path and the transmitted signal might be easily lost due to the obstacles. 
To cope with gap areas, repeaters are usually implemented in those regions. The role of these 
repeaters, known as gap fillers, is to adequately amplify and retransmit the signal in the gap areas. 
Therefore, a receiver in the gap area could operate similarly as a receiver in the open area. 

On the other hand, for the SFN to work properly the resulting total delay spread maxτ  of the 
different received signals must be less than the duration of the guard interval time inserted at the 
beginning of each OFDM symbol. Moreover, due to the path loss, the power received by each 
antenna is related to this resulting delay spread as it will be shown in next subsection. As a 
starting point, let us assume that each site holds one antenna (MT=1 in Figure 2) and that the 
receiver receives signals from both antennas. Then, two receiving environments could be 
presented: the open area environment and the gap area environment.  
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II.2.1 OPEN AREA ENVIRONMENT 

In the case of an open area environment, the time offset between the signals received from each 
site antennas could be seen as a superposition of the time offset between transmitters’ signals 
(the signal time delay between the transmitting antennas) and the signal time offset between each 
transmitter and the receiver. The first offset is generally negligible since the transmitters are 
synchronized with an ultra stable reference like the global positioning system (GPS). The second 
offset could be seen as follows. When the mobile terminal (MT) moves within one cell, it receives 
signal from its own cell antenna but also from the neighbouring cell antenna. Since the MT is not 
equidistant to both antennas, the signal received from each one will be delayed according to the 
position of the MT. This results into a delay τ∆  between the two received signals from both 
antennas or equivalently between the channel impulse responses (CIR) between the transmitters 
and the receiver. The delays are directly related to the distances between the transmitters and the 
receiver and thus to the signal strength ratio at the receiver. Assuming an equal transmitted power 
P0 at each antenna, the received power from the ith antenna is: 

0
i

i

P
P

d α
=  (1) 

where di is the distance between the receiver and the ith transmitter and α is the propagation 
constant which depends on the transmission environment.  
The delay of each CIR between the ith transmitter and the receiver is: 

i
i

d
c

τ =  (2) 

where c is the light celerity. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the first transmitter site is the reference site. 
Substituting di from (2) in (1), the CIR delay of the ith link (i.e. between the ith transmitter and the 
receiver) with respect to the reference antenna can be expressed by:  

1
11010 1

i

i i

d
c

β

ατ τ τ
−

∆ = − = −
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (3) 

d1 is the distance between the reference transmitter (first one) and the receiver. βi is the received 
power difference (expressed in dB) between the signal received from the reference site and the 
signal received from the ith transmitter. It is given by:  

[ ] 10
1

10 log i
i

d
dB

d
β α= − ⋅ ⋅

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (4) 

In the sequel, we will assume that the power received from the reference antenna is equal to 0 dB 
and the distance di is greater than d1 whatever i. It is a real situation where the MT is closer to its 
own cell antenna than other antennas. In this case, βi is neither than the power attenuation factor 
between the ith transmitter and the MT. As a consequence, the transmission model becomes 
equivalent to a system with unbalanced powers received from each site antennas. Figure 1 shows 
an example of the relation between the power attenuation factor β and the timing offset between 
the CIR of the second link and the reference link in a system having two transmitting antennas 
located in two different sites. 
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Figure 1- delays and powers in SFN 

If we now consider that the number of Tx in one site is greater than one i.e. MT>1, the choice of 
an adequate MIMO scheme should then be based on this imbalance in an SFN open area 
environment. Moreover, it should be adequate for inter-cell (i.e. between antennas signals of each 
site) and intra-cell (i.e. between antennas signals in each site) environments.  

II.2.2 GAP AREA ENVIRONMENT 
In this case, the gap filler receives the signals from both antennas with a power difference 
according to equation (4). Then, it amplifies each one and retransmits them to the MT. Since the 
gap areas spread, in general, over a smaller region than that of the cell area, the delays between 
the signals received by the MT could be assumed equal to those between the signals received by 
the gap filler. Nevertheless, the signals received by the gap filler with a power imbalance of βi 
could be re-amplified with different power gains which compensate this imbalance. As a 
consequence, the MT could receive the different signals with the same power. In other words, due 
to the gap filler, the delays between the received signals from both sites’ antennas could be 
independent of the parameters βi in the gap area environment. Thus, when designing a STBC for 
MIMO transmission, we should also consider this case of transmission environment. 

Based on this discussion on SFN transmission, it is clear that the STBC should be chosen 
adequately to cope with the open area environment but also with the gap area environment.  

II.2.3 TRANSMISSION MODEL 
In this work, we propose to apply a MIMO communication scheme between the antennas located 
in the different sites of the SFN architecture. Such a system could be implemented using MT 
transmit antennas (Tx) by site as shown in Figure 2. Without loss of generality, we will consider in 
our study the transmission behaviour of two neighbouring cells using a total of (2×MT) Tx and MR 
receive antennas (Rx). However, the proposed double layer scheme could be adapted to more 
than two neighbouring cells. 

D

d d

P1 P2

MT antennas
MT antennas

d1 d2

D

d d

P1 P2

MT antennas
MT antennas

d1 d2

 

Figure 2- SFN with unequal received powers  
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The double layer proposed here has to cope with the open area environment but also with the gap 
area environment in the SFN architecture. Particularly, in contrast with the gap area where the 
powers received from each site are equal, the double layer has to deal with the equal and unequal 
received powers in the open area environment. The first layer in our proposed code corresponds 
to the inter-cell ST coding while the second corresponds to the intra-cell ST coding. We recall that 
we restrict our study to two sites only and the generalisation could be done in different forms. 
Figure 3 depicts the transmitter modules at each site. Information bits bk are first channel 
encoded, randomly interleaved, and fed to a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) module. The 
SFN transmission system involving the two sites (described in Figure 2) could therefore be seen as 
a double layer scheme in the space domain. The first layer is seen between the two sites 
separated by D km. The second layer is seen between the antennas separated by d meters within 
one site. For the first layer, a space time block code (STBC) scheme is applied between the 2 
signals transmitted by each site antennas. In the second layer, we use a second STBC encoder for 
each subset of MT signals transmitted from the same site. For the first layer (respectively the 
second layer), the STBC encoder takes L (respectively M) sets of data complex symbols and 
transforms them into a (2,U) (respectively (MT,V )) output matrix according to the STBC scheme. 
This output is then fed to 2×MT OFDM modulators, each using Nc sub-carriers. In order to have a 
fair analysis and comparison between different STBC codes, the signal power at the output of the 
ST encoder is normalized by 2×MT.  
The double layer encoding matrix is then described by: 

(2) (2)
(1) 11 1

(2) (2)
21 2

U

U

⎛ ⎞
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In (5), the superscript indicates the layer, , 1( ,... )pq it Mf s s is a function of the input complex symbols 

sm and depends on the STBC encoder scheme. The time dimension of the resulting 3D code is 

equal to U V×  and the resulting coding rate is
L M

R
U V

×
=

×
. 
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Figure 3- MIMO-OFDM transmitter. 

In order to simplify the transmission model, the double layer encoding matrix given in (5) will be 
represented by ,i tx⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦X where ,i tx  (i=1,…, 2×MT; t=1,…,U×V) is the output of the double layer 

STBC encoder on a given sub-carrier n. In other words, the layers construction is transparent from 
the transmission model viewpoint. Moreover, we set Q=L×M as the number of the complex 
symbols at the input of the double layer STBC encoder and we set T=U×V as the number of the 
corresponding output symbols. The ST coding rate is then R =Q/T.  
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II.3  SYSTEM MODEL IN HYBRID SATELLITE TERRESTRIAL TRANSMISSION 

II.3.1 LAND MOBILE SATELLITE CHANNEL MODEL 
One of the main concerns in this hybrid Satellite Terrestrial (SATT) transmission is the LMS 
channel. In literature, various LMS channel models were proposed based on empirical or statistical 
models [3]. However, the three-state model proposed by Fontan is widely used within DVB-SH [3] 
since it is recognized as the most accurate statistical LMS channel model available today, 
encompassing the widest set of environments and elevation angles. In this model, the direct signal 
is characterized by a three-state first-order Markov chain where the multi-path component could 
be in  narrow-band or wide-band conditions. These states are defined by: 

• S1: LOS conditions 
• S2: moderate shadowing conditions 
• S3: deep shadowing conditions 

Markov chain models can be used to describe the LMS direct propagation channel at a given route 
position (equivalently given time) by mean of two matrices: 

⎯ state transition probability matrix P whose each element Pij represents the 
probability of change from state i to state j. 

⎯ state probability matrix W (it could be written as column vector) where Wi is the 
total probability of being in state i. 

The model makes the simplifying assumption of the existence of three-states of the direct signal 
when traveling a given route. The channel could be in one state according to the probability matrix 
W and the transition from one state to another state is achieved according to P. Typically, each 
state will last few meters along the traveled distance. In [4], a minimum distance state length 
called Lmin of 3-5 m was observed in the experimentations at S-band. The model proposed by 
Fontan assumes that the received signal is composed of a superposition of a direct signal and a 
multipath signal. The joint model of both signals is widely described by a Loo distribution [5]. It is 
given by a coherent superposition such as: 

) 

where subscript T means total, D direct signal and M multipath signal. For short sections of the 
traveled route, the received direct signal variations are assumed to vary according to a Ricean 
distribution with parameters a and σ where a is the mean value and σ is the deviation value. For 
longer sections, the direct signal is assumed to vary according to a log-normal distribution with 
parameters µ and Σ describing the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution. The 
overall distribution, i.e. for longer stretches of the route, is given by 

 ) 

with µ and Σ in dB and  is the rms squared value of the multipath 
component expressed in dB.     
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In this model, the three states of the direct signal corresponds to the very slow variations. The 
slow variations are generated according to the parameter Lcorr where Lcorr is the correlation 
distance in each state. A distance of Lcorr =1-3 m have been observed [6]. In other words, in order 
to generate the channel coefficients, a sample a should be generated each Lcorr m according to the 
Rice distribution. The obtained samples a are then transformed to a lognormal distribution using 

the transform . In order to ensure a continuity in the resulting direct signal rD, an 

interpolation process should be applied each of every  [7] where  is the wavelength. 
The multipath component samples rM are generated the same way using the deviation MP. In 
order to model the Doppler effect due to the mobility of the terminal, the phase of the direct 
component is assumed to be increased linearly with a random initial phase. The phases of the 
multipath component are randomly generated and its Doppler effect is modeled by a Butterworth 
filter which is a common assumption in LMS channels as demonstrated in [6]. Finally, having the 
different complex samples at each state according to (6), we are now able to generate the overall 
channel coefficients during a traveling route with different states S1, S2 and S3. In Figure 4, we 
depict the received signal with the various states. 
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Figure 4- Overall signal level with three states 

II.3.2  TRANSMISSION MODEL 
It is clear from Figure 4 that when the terminal travels a route, the direct signal from the satellite 
could be totally lost due to deep or moderate shadowing and hence the performance of the system 
will be highly degraded if there is no other satellite or terrestrial transmission. 

In this section, we describe the MIMO transmission model of the 3D code constructed between the 
antennas of the satellite and terrestrial sites. The double layer proposed here has to cope with LOS 
and shadowing states (moderate and deep). The first layer in our proposed code corresponds to 
the SATT coding while the second corresponds to intra-site coding. Such a system could be 
implemented using MT transmit antennas (Tx) by site type as it is done for terrestrial transmission 
described in previous section. It is clear that the hybrid transmission model is similar to that of 
terrestrial scheme. The difference here is that the channels of each link are not identical. The 
receiver will consider the transmitted signal similarly whatever the channel component is. In the 
following, we will describe the received signal and we will see that this model is independent of 
the transmission scheme. 
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II.4  RECEIVING MODEL 

II.4.1 RECEIVED SIGNAL 
We assume that the transmitter and receiver are perfectly synchronised. Moreover, we assume 
perfect channel state information (CSI) at the receiver. The signal received on the subcarrier n by 
the antenna j is a superposition of the transmitted signal by the different antennas multiplied by 
the channel coefficients , [ ]j ih n  to which white Gaussian noise (WGN) is added. It is given by: 

2

, , , ,
1

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
TM

j t i j i i t j t
i

y n P h n x n w n
=

= +∑  (8) 

where yj,t[n] is the signal received on the nth subcarrier by the jth receiving antenna during the tth 
OFDM symbol duration. hj,i[n] is the frequency channel coefficient assumed to be constant during 
T symbol durations, xi,t[n] is the signal transmitted by the ith antenna and wj,t[n] is the additive 
WGN with zero mean and variance N0/2. In the sequel, we will drop the subcarrier index n for 
simplicity. By introducing an equivalent receive matrix RM T×∈Y whose elements are the complex 
received symbols expressed in (8), we can write the received signal on the nth subcarrier on all 
receiving antennas as: 

= +Y HPX W  (9) 

where H is the (MR,2MT) channel matrix whose components are the coefficients hj,i, P is a 
(2MT,2MT) diagonal matrix containing the signal magnitudes iP , X is a (2MT,T) complex matrix 

containing the transmitted symbols xi[t]. W is a (MR,,T) complex matrix corresponding to the 
WGN. 

Let us now describe the transmission link with a general model independently of the ST coding 
scheme. We separate the real and imaginary parts of the complex symbols input vector s {sq: 
q=1,…,Q}, of the outputs X of the double layer ST encoder as well as those of the channel matrix 
H, and the received signal Y. Let sq,ℜ and sq,ℑ be the real and imaginary parts of sq. The main 
parameters of the double code are given by its dispersion matrices Uq and Vq corresponding (not 
equal) to the real and imaginary parts of X respectively. With these notations, X is given by: 

( ), ,
1

Q

q q
q

s jsℜ ℑ
=

= +∑ q qX U V  (10) 

We separate the real and imaginary parts of S, Y and X and stack them row-wise in vectors of 
dimensions (2Q,1), (2MRT,1) and (4MTT,1) respectively. We obtain: 

1, 1, , ,

1, 1, , , , ,

(1,1), (1,1), (2 , ), (2 , ),

, ,..., ,

, ,..., , ,..., ,

, ,..., ,

R R

T T

tr

Q Q

tr

T T M T M T

tr

M T M T

s s s s

y y y y y y

x x x x

ℜ ℑ ℜ ℑ

ℜ ℑ ℜ ℑ ℜ ℑ

ℜ ℑ ℜ ℑ

⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦

⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦

s

y

x

 (11) 

where tr holds for matrix transpose. 
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Since we use linear ST coding, the vector x can be written as:  

.=x F s  (12) 

where F has the dimensions (4MTT, 2Q) and is obtained through the dispersion matrices of the 
real and imaginary parts of s. It is given by: 

(1,1) (1,1)

(1, ) (1, )

(2 , ) (2 , )T T

T T

M T M T

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

1 Q

1 Q

1 Q

F F

F FF

F F

L L

M M M M

L L

M O M M

L L

 (13) 

F is composed of 2MT blocks of 2T rows each i.e. the data transmitted on each antenna is 
gathered in one block having 2T rows and 2Q columns according to the ST coding scheme. The 
different components of F are given by: 

( , ) ( , )
( , )

( , ) ( , )
m t m t

m t
m t m t

ℜ ℑ

ℑ ℜ

−⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

q, q,
q

q, q,

U V
F

U V
 (14) 

As we change the formulation of S, Y and X in (11), it can be shown that the vectors x and y are 
related through the matrix G of dimensions (2MRT, 4MTT) such that: 

= +y GBx w  (15) 

The matrix B is a (4MTT, 4MTT) diagonal matrix whose components are given by: 

, 2. ( 1) 1 2 .
1,..., 2

i i i

T

B P T p i T p
p M

= − + ≤ ≤

=
 (16) 

Matrix G is composed of blocks Gj,i (j=1,…,MR; i=1,…,2MT) each having (2T,2T) elements given 
by: 
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(17) 

Now, substituting x from (12) in (15), the relation between y and s becomes: 

= + = +eqy GB Fs w G s w  (18) 
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Geq is the equivalent channel matrix between s and y. It is assumed to be known perfectly at the 
receiving side.  

II.4.2 STBC DETECTOR 
The detection problem is to find the transmitted data s given the vector y. In the case of 
orthogonal STBC (OSTBC), optimal receiver is made of a concatenation of ST decoder and channel 
decoder modules. In non-orthogonal (NO-STBC) schemes, there is an inter element interference 
(IEI) at the receiving side. The optimal receiver in this case is based on joint ST and channel 
decoding operations. However such receiver is extremely complex to implement and requires large 
memory to store the different points of the trellis. Moreover, it could not be implemented 
reasonably in one ship. Thus the sub-optimal solution proposed here consists of an iterative 
receiver where the ST detector and channel decoder exchange extrinsic information in an iterative 
way until the algorithm converges. The iterative detector shown in Figure 5 is composed of a 
parallel interference canceller (PIC), a demapper which consists in computing the soft information 
of the transmitted bits, i.e. a log likelihood ratio (LLR) computation [8], a soft-input soft-output 
(SISO) decoder [9], and a soft mapper. 

PIC 
detector
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Ant. MR
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(LLR comp.) DeInterleaver SISO 

Decoder

InterleaverSoft 
Gray Mapper

)(ˆ lS
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)(ˆ lS

)1(ˆ −lS

b̂
Estimated bits

 
Figure 5- Iterative receiver structure 

At the first iteration, the demapper takes the estimated symbols ŝ , the knowledge of the channel 
Geq and the noise variance, and computes the LLR values of each of the coded bits transmitted per 
channel use. The estimated symbols ŝ  are obtained via minimum mean square error (MMSE) 
filtering according to: 

( ) 12ˆp ws σ
−

= ⋅ +tr tr
p eq eqg G G I y  (19) 

where tr
pg of dimension (2MRT, 1) is the pth column of Geq (1≤ p≤ 2Q) and 2

wσ  is the noise 

variance. pŝ is the estimation of the real part (p odd) or imaginary part (p even) of sq (1≤ q≤ Q). 

Once the estimation of the different symbols sq is achieved by the soft mapper at the first 
iteration, we use this estimation for the next iterations process. From the second iteration, we 
perform PIC operation followed by a simple inverse filtering (instead of MMSE filtering at the first 
iteration): 

ˆ

1ˆ ˆps

= −

=

p eq,p p

tr
p ptr

p p

y y G s

g y
g g

%

 (20) 
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where eq,pG of dimension (2MRT, 2Q-1) is the matrix eqG with its pth column removed, ps% of 

dimension (2Q-1, 1) is the vector s%  estimated by the soft mapper with its pth entry removed. 

II.4.3 LLR COMPUTATION 
As we consider Gray mapping with QAM modulation of B bits per symbol, the computation of LLRs 
is done as in [8]. We note that we use the approximation of ( )1 2 1 2log exp( ) exp( ) max( , )x x x x+ ≈ . This 
approximation simplifies considerably the LLR expressions especially for high order constellations. 
We note also that the total noise variance corresponding to the additive WGN and the IEI is used 
for LLR computation.  

SISO decoder 

The deinterleaved soft information (LLRk,p) of the kth bit of the pth symbol  at the output of the 
demapper becomes the input of the outer decoder. The outer decoder computes the a posteriori 
information of the information bits and of the coded bits. The a posteriori information of the coded 
bits produces new (and hence) extrinsic information ,

ext

k pLLR of the coded bits upon removal of the a 

priori information1 and minimizing the correlation between input values LLRk,p. In our work, SISO 
decoding is based on the Max-Log-MAP algorithm [9]. The extrinsic information at the output of 
the channel decoder is then interleaved and fed to a soft Gray mapper module. 

Soft Gray Mapper 

The soft mapper achieves reciprocal operation of soft demapper. Knowing the extrinsic information 
of the kth bit of the qth complex symbol, the soft estimation of the symbol sq, noted hereafter qs~ , is 

defined by: 

{ }ext
qB

ext
qq LLRLLRss ,,1 ,...,~ Ε=  (21) 

where E holds for expectation function. Let ],...,[ 1 Bcc  be the set of bits constituting the 
constellation point s. Equation (21) yields: 

( )∑
∈

==
ψs

qq ssss ~Pr.~  (22) 

where ψ  is the set of constellation points and ( )Pr qs s=%  is the probability of the event “the 

estimated symbol qs% takes the point s of the constellation set”. Since the different bits of a 

constellation point are independent, we can write: 

( ) ( )∏
=

===
],...,[:

,
1

~Pr~Pr
Bccs

kqkq ccss  (23) 

The probability expressions in (23) are deduced from the LLR expressions as: 

                                            
1 when the transmitted bits are likely equal, this information is equal to zero. 
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(24) 

Once the estimation of the different symbols sq is achieved by the soft mapper at the first 
iteration, we use this estimation for the next iterations process. 

II.5 CHOICE OF MIMO SCHEMES: TERRESTRIAL TRANSMISSION 
The aim of this section is to judiciously build the proposed double layer 3D STS code so that the 
resulting MIMO scheme behaves efficiently in the SFN context for the both aforementioned open 
and gap receiving environments. We then need to choose the adequate ST coding scheme, to 
apply on each layer of our 3D code.  

First, we will consider the well-known orthogonal Alamouti ST coding scheme [10] for its 
robustness and simplicity. The Alamouti scheme provides full spatial diversity gain, no IEI, and 
requires low complexity maximum likelihood (ML) receiver thanks to the orthogonality of its 
dispersion matrix. The Alamouti code has a rate R equal to one and its dispersion matrix is given 
by: 

1 2

* *

2 1

s s

s s
=

−

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

X
 

(25) 

For non-orthogonal schemes, we consider in this work the well-known space multiplexing (SM) 
scheme [11]. SM is designed to maximize the rate by transmitting symbols sequentially on 
different antennas. Its coding scheme is given by: 

[ ]1 2

trs s=X
 

(26) 

Finally, we consider the optimized Golden code [12] which is a full rate and fully diverse code. The 
Golden code is designed to maximize the rate such that the diversity gain is preserved for an 
increased signal constellation size. It is defined by: 

1 2 3 4

3 4 1 2

( ) ( )1

( ) ( )5

s s s s

s s s s

β θ β θ

µβ θ β θ

+ +
=

+ +

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

X (27) 

where 

1 5
2

θ
+

=
, 1θ θ= − , 1 (1 )jα θ= + − , 1 (1 )jα θ= + − . To identify the most efficient 

ST code, the OFDM parameters are derived from those of a DVB-T system (see Table 1). 
Moreover, we have considered the possibility to extend the size of the constellation order up to 
256-QAM. The spectral efficiencies 4 and 6 [b/s/Hz] are obtained for different ST schemes as 
shown in Table 2. In all simulations, we assume that two Rx are used by the MT.  
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In the simulations results given hereafter, we separate the single layer case and the double layer 
case. For completeness point overview, we give first simulations results using a Rayleigh channel 
model in frequency domain i.e. we assume that the transmission from a transmitting antenna i to 
a receiving antenna j is achieved for each subcarrier n through a frequency non-selective Rayleigh 
fading channel. The use of the i.i.d. channel model is a first approach to justify our proposed 3D 
STS code. For this first step, the parameters βi are chosen arbitrarily2. In a second step, we will 
present results with more realistic channel model like the COST 207 TU-6 channel model [13]. In 
this case, the results will be given for both, open and gap area environments. 

 

Table 1- Simulations Parameters 

FFT size 8K 

Sampling frequency (fs=1/Ts) 9.14 MHz 

Guard interval (GI) duration 1024×Ts=112 µs 

Rate Rc of convolutional code 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 

Polynomial code generator (133,171)o 

Channel estimation perfect 

Constellation 16-QAM, 64-QAM, 256-QAM 

Spectral Efficiencies η= 4 and 6 [b/s/Hz] 

 

 

 

Table 2- Different MIMO schemes and efficiencies 

Spectral Efficiency ST scheme ST rate R Constellation Rc 

η=2 [bit/Sec/Hz] 

Alamouti 1 16-QAM 1/2 

SM 2 QPSK 1/2 

Golden 2 QPSK 1/2 

3D code 2 QPSK 1/2 

η=4 [bit/Sec/Hz] 

Alamouti 1 64-QAM 2/3 

SM 2 16-QAM 1/2 

Golden 2 16-QAM 1/2 

                                            
2 Since we model the channel in frequency domain, there is no CIR and hence no CIR delays in this case. 
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3D code 2 16-QAM 1/2 

η=6 [bit/Sec/Hz] 

Alamouti 1 256-QAM 3/4 

SM 2 64-QAM 1/2 

Golden 2 64-QAM 1/2 

3D code 2 64-QAM 1/2 

First, let us characterize the behavior of the iterative receiver. Figure 6 provides the performance 
of the Golden code with iterative receiver and Rayleigh i.i.d. frequency channel model. The 
performance is given in terms of bit error rate (BER) versus the Eb/N0 ratio for different number of 
iterations. We observe on this figure that the iterative process converges for an Eb/N0 greater than 
a limit value, which is equal to 6 dB in this case. Moreover, we observe that the convergence of 
the iterative receiver is reached after 3 iterations. This implies an acceptable complexity as 
compared to the ML detection.  This can be observed with Golden code, but also with SM scheme. 
That is, for NO-STBC schemes, we will present in the sequel the performances after 3 iterations 
only. 

II.5.1 SINGLE LAYER CASE: INTER-CELL ST CODING 
In the case of single layer reception, we have one antenna by site. Then, the second layer matrix 
X(2) in (5) resumes to one element. The multiple input component of the MIMO scheme is then 
only obtained by the single antenna in each site (MT= 1). Due to the mobility, the MT is assumed 
to occupy different locations and the first layer ST scheme must be efficient face to unequal 
received powers. For equal received powers, we assume that the powers of the matrix Q in (15) 
are equal to 0 dB.   
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Figure 6- Convergence of the Golden code with respect to the number of iterations, 2Rx. 
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Figure 7 gives the required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER equal to 10-4 for a spectral efficiency η=4 
[b/s/Hz]. Moreover, since we have one Tx antenna by site, we set β1=0 dB and we change β=β2. 
As expected, this figure shows that the Golden code presents the best performance when the Rx 
receives the same power from both sites (i.e. β1=β2=0 dB). When β2 decreases, Alamouti scheme 
is very efficient and presents a maximum loss of only 3 dB in terms of required Eb/N0 with respect 
to equal received powers case. Indeed, for very small values of β, the transmission scenario 
becomes equivalent to a transmission scenario with one transmitting antenna. In this figure, the 
value βlim= -6.2 dB presents the power imbalance limit where the Alamouti and the Golden code 
schemes have the same performance at a BER=10-4.  

As shown in Figure 8, the same kind of results are observed for a spectral efficiency η=6 [b/s/Hz]. 
The Alamouti scheme is more efficient than the Golden code when the power imbalance parameter 
β becomes less than a given limit value βlim = -11.2 dB. 

II.5.2 DOUBLE LAYER CASE 
Considering the whole double layer space domain construction, one ST coding scheme has to be 
assigned to each layer of the proposed system. The resulting 3D STS code should be efficient for 
both environments in SFN architectures. In our work, we restrict our study to MT =2 Tx by site. We 
propose to construct the first layer, i.e. the inter-cell coding, with Alamouti scheme since it is the 
most resistant for the unequal received powers case. In a complementary way, we propose to 
construct the second layer, i.e. the intra-cell coding, with the Golden code since it offers the best 
results in the case of equal received powers. After combination of the two space layers with time 
dimension, (5) yields:  
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where 
1 5

2
θ

+
= , 1θ θ= − , 1 (1 )jα θ= + − , 1 (1 )jα θ= + − . 
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Figure 7- Required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER=10-4, single layer case, η=4 [b/s/Hz] 
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Figure 8- Required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER=10-4, single layer case, η=6 [b/s/Hz] 

 

II.5.2.1 OPEN AREA ENVIRONMENT 
In an open area environment, the MT is in an unobstructed region with respect to each site 
antennas. Since the distance d between the transmitting antennas in one site is negligible with 
respect to the distance D (Figure 2), the power attenuation factors in the case of our 3D code are 
such that β1=β2= 0 dB and β=β3=β4.  

Figure 9 shows the results in terms of required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER equal to 10-4 for different 
values of β and 3 STBC schemes i.e. our proposed 3D code scheme, the single layer Alamouti and 
the Golden code schemes assuming Rayleigh i.i.d frequency channel coefficients. In this figure, the 
value β corresponds to β2 for the single layer case and to β=β3=β4 for our 3D code. Figure 9 shows 
that the proposed scheme presents the best performance whatever the spectral efficiency and the 
factor β. Indeed, it is optimized for SFN systems and unbalanced received powers. For β=-12 dB, 
the proposed 3D code offers a gain equal to 1.8 dB (respectively 3 dB) with respect to the 
Alamouti scheme for a spectral efficiency η=4 [b/s/Hz] (resp. η=6 [b/s/Hz]). This gain is greater 
when it is compared to the Golden code. Moreover, the maximum loss of our code due to 
unbalanced received powers is equal to 3 dB in terms of Eb/N0. This means that it leads to a 
powerful code for SFN systems. 
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Figure 9- Required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER=10-4, double layer case, η=4 [b/s/Hz], η=6 
[b/s/Hz], Rayleigh channel 

In a MIMO COST 207 TU-6 channel model, we assume that the MT is moving with a velocity of 10 
km/h and the distance d1 of the reference antenna is equal to 5 km. The CIRs between different 
transmitters and the MT are delayed according to (3).  

Figure 10 gives the same kind of results of those given in Figure 9. Once again, these results 
highlight the superiority of the proposed 3D code in real channel models whatever the spectral 
efficiency and the factor β i.e. the 3D code outperforms the others schemes in all cases. The gain 
could reach 1.5 dB for a spectral efficiency η=4 [b/s/Hz] and 3.1 dB for a spectral efficiency η=6 
[b/s/Hz]. 
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Figure 10- Required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER=10-4, double layer case, η=4 [b/s/Hz], η=6 
[b/s/Hz], TU-6 channel. 
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II.5.2.2 GAP AREA ENVIRONMENT 
In a gap area environment, the MT is in obstruction with respect to each site antennas. In this 
case, the gap filler receiving antennas become at the same situation of those of the MT in the 
open area environment i.e. a power  imbalance is observed at the receiving side and it is related to 
the CIR delays by equation (3). However, due to the gap filler amplification, the power received by 
the MT in a gap area could be independent of these delays.  

In Figure 11, we give the required Eb/N0 that a MT needs in a gap area to obtain a BER = 10-4 
with respect to the CIR delays ∆τ observed at the gap filler receivers. As expected, we show in this 
figure that the results are independent of these delays since they are smaller than the guard 
interval durations (GI= 1024 samples). In other words, as these delays are less than the guard 
interval duration, they produce only a phase rotation which is corrected by the equalizer in the 
frequency domain. The power imbalance is already corrected by the gap filler   amplification. 
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Figure 11- Required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER=10-4, η=4 [b/s/Hz], η=6 [b/s/Hz], TU-6 
channel, gap area environment. 

II.5.3 CHOICE OF MIMO SCHEMES: HYBRID SATT TRANSMISSION 
 

The aim of this section is to judiciously build the proposed DLSTBC so that the resulting MIMO 
scheme behaves efficiently in an SATT transmission and SFN context as done in previous section 
for Terrestrial transmission. We recall that the choice of each encoding scheme at each layer 
should be efficient face to shadowing states in the LMS channel. As a consequence, the same 
MIMO schemes are considered in this section. The OFDM parameters are given in Table 3. The 
spectral efficiencies 2, and 6 b/s/Hz are obtained for different ST schemes as shown in Table 4. 

The narrow-band LMS channel is used for the satellite link and the COST 207 TU-6 channel model 
[13] is used for terrestrial link. The Loo model parameters are deduced from the DLR 
measurements in a suburban area and given in [7] (Table 3). The probability matrices of the 
Markov chain describing the three states of the received signal are given in Table 4. We note that 
the probability matrices as well as the Loo parameters are functions of the elevation angle of the 
receiver relatively to the satellite. We assume that the terminal moves with a velocity of 20 m/s. 
The properties of the Butterworth filter describing the Doppler effect are specified according to the 
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maximum Doppler frequency (equal to 56 Hz for a Vm=20 m/s). In our simulation, the pass-band 
ripple of this filter is equal to 3 dB and the stop-band attenuation is equal to 50 dB. 

 

 

Table 3- Average Loo model parameters in dB for various angles and suburban area (DLR 
measurements) 

Elevation 
S1: LOS S2: Interm. Shad S3: Deep Shad. 

M Σ MP M Σ MP M Σ MP 

10° -0.1 0.5 -19 -8.7 3 -12 -12.1 6 -25 

30° -0.5 1 -15 -4.7 1.5 -19 -7 3 -20 

50° -0.5 1 -17 -6.5 2.5 -17 -14 2.5 -20 

 

 

Table 4- Markov chain matrices P and W for various elevation angles and suburban area 
(DLR measurements) 

Matrix P 

(10°) 

0.9174 0.0512 0.0314
Matrix W 

(10°) 

0.4389 

0.1064 0.7802 0.1134 0.2599 

0.0285 0.1151 0.8564 0.3012 

Matrix P 

(30°) 

0.9531 0.0350 0.0119
Matrix W 

(30°) 

0.7467 

0.1891 0.6198 0.1911 0.1511 

0.0631 0.3065 0.6304 0.1022 

Matrix P 

(50°) 

0.7498 0.2462 0.004 
Matrix W

(50°) 

0.1626 

0.0479 0.9160 0.0361 0.7642 

0.0554 0.3296 0.615 0.0732 

Considering the whole code construction, we have to assign one ST coding scheme to each layer 
of the hybrid system. The proposed code should be robust face to the low, moderate and deep 
shadowing levels.  

Figure 12 shows the results in terms of required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER equal to 10-4 for different 
values of Φ and 3 STBC schemes including our proposed DLSTBC scheme. This figure shows the 
superiority of our DLSTBC scheme. Its gain compared to the Alamouti scheme is about 1 dB for a 
spectral efficiency of 1 bit/s/Hz and reaches 4 dB at 6 bit/s/Hz. Interestingly, its performance 
remains quasi unchanged whatever the elevation angle Φ. This definitely demonstrates that the 
proposed DLSTBC is a powerful code for SFN architecture and NGH systems. 
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Figure 12- Required Eb/N0 to obtain a BER=10-4 

II.6 CONCLUSION 
 

In this work, a new 3D-STBC is proposed and analysed. It is based on a double layer structure 
combining the Alamouti code and the Golden code. Such a code has been demonstrated to be very 
efficient in the SFN context where the double layer structure of the code allows inter-cell and intra-
cell space-time codes across the multiple antennas of the network. Another field of application has 
been proposed with the possible hybrid reception of satellite and terrestrial links. In both 
transmission scenarios, the proposed code outperforms other classical STBC approaches since it 
not only takes advantage of the robustness of the Alamouti structure but also of the full rate 
capability of the Golden code. As a consequence, such a code allows achieving high spectral 
efficiencies while ensuring robust transmission in many broadcasting contexts. 
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III NEW PREAMBLE FOR EFFICIENT COARSE FREQUENCY 
SYNCHRONIZATION IN OFDM  

 

One important aspect for future transmission schemes is the efficient and fast synchronization to 
the data stream. In case of OFDM this especially incorporates the detection of signals and the 
coarse frequency synchronisation to the data stream. Additionally, the flexibility of the overall 
signal bandwidth is important, as the available frequency resources get more and more 
fragmented. One example for a completely flexible signal bandwidth is DVB’s second generation 
standard for cable transmission: DVB-C2 [1]. This system does not rely on any channel raster and 
the bandwidth of the signal is completely flexible. However, this requires a new synchronisation 
scheme to the signals. This scheme as presented in this document can also be applied for the next 
generation handheld system, DVB-NGH. It has to be mentioned that the proposed technique 
cannot be applied to the preamble only, but is also feasible for the frequency domain pilots within 
the payload OFDM symbols. 

III.1 CONCEPT OF ABSOLUTE OFDM 
One basis for the new synchronisation preamble is the so-called concept of absolute OFDM. It has 
already been introduced in DVB-C2 [1] and allows for flexible assignment of the available 
spectrum. While normal OFDM is always related to a specific centre frequency, Absolute OFDM is 
always related to the absolute frequency 0 MHz. The OFDM subcarrier index is counted from the 
frequency 0 Hz, which corresponds to OFDM subcarrier index 0. The frequency position of the 
other OFDM subcarrier indexes depends on the OFDM subcarrier spacing that is the main constant 
of the system. In case of e.g. an OFDM subcarrier spacing of 1 kHz the absolute subcarrier index 
k=1000 corresponds to a frequency of 1 MHz.  

MHz∞MHz0
 

Figure 13: Concept of Absolute OFDM preamble 

The same concept can also be used for a synchronisation preamble. Instead of having the same 
preamble on every channel, the concept of Absolute OFDM only has a single preamble. This 
preamble does not have a limited bandwidth of e.g. 8 MHz, but covers the complete frequency 
range from 0 to infinity. Naturally, not the complete preamble is actually transmitted. The 
transmitted frequency range is limited to the actual channel bandwidth. However, e.g. the 
modulation of the pilots within the preamble is generated with respect to the absolute frequency 
0 MHz. Hence, a unique synchronisation sequence exists for the complete frequency range. If a 
receiver tries to synchronise on a specific frequency, it already knows the pilot sequence is should 
correlate to, because this is defined by the frequency itself. Consequently, it can use a correlation 
window of limited length in order to discover if a signal is present or not. The bandwidth of the 
correlation window on the pilots in the frequency domain of the OFDM symbol only has to take the 
accumulated frequency offsets of the transmitter and the receiver into account, which are normally 
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limited to less than 100 kHz. Thus, it allows a fast synchronisation is signal detection, even if only a 
very limited part (e.g. 500 kHz) of the transmitted signal are located within the actual tuner window of 
the receiver. Details are given in the synchronisation subsection, while a possible implementation is 
given in the following subsection. 

III.2 PREAMBLE REALISATION 
A possible realisation of the preamble using the Absolute OFDM approach is depicted in Figure 14. 
It shows an OFDM symbol with its subcarriers in the frequency domain, starting from the absolute 
frequency 0 MHz. In this example, a pilot is transmitted on every second OFDM subcarrier, while 
the remaining subcarriers may be used for the transmission of additional signalling data. 

 

Figure 14: Possible preamble realisation, pilot with PRBS data on every 2nd OFDM subcarrier 

The modulation of the pilots is based on a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) that can be 
generated by means of a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) as depicted in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15: Example for PRBS generator based on a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) 

The shift register is initialised only once (e.g. to all ‘1’) at the frequency 0 MHz, which corresponds 
to the OFDM subcarrier index 0. Then, the register is running freely over the complete frequency 
range. The k-th output of the sequence is called wk. In the depicted case, the generator 
polynomial  

1211 ++ XX  

has been used. The resulting length of the sequence until it repeats itself is 20471211 =− , as the 
primitive generator polynomial is of degree 11 [3]. This sequence length may be too short for 
practical application. However, it is possible to increase the length by means of primitive 
polynomials of higher degree than can also be found in [3]. 

The modulation of the pilots itself is finally obtained by mean of differential encoding of the data, 
which simplifies the correlation process to the data stream. This is reached by: 
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for the case of a pilot on every second OFDM subcarrier. 

The value k identifies the OFDM subcarrier index, wk is the k-th output of the PRBS generator, and 
rk is the modulation of the pilot on OFDM subcarrier k. The final modulation of the pilot on OFDM 
subcarrier k is then obtained by: 

{ } ( )kPk rAc −⋅= 2/12Re  

{ } 0Im =kc , 

in which ck is the complex cell on the OFDM subcarrier k, and AP is the amplitude of the pilot. The 
amplitude of the pilot can be adjusted to the requirements. If e.g. no energy is transmitted on 
every second OFDM subcarrier (as in this example), the amplitude could be chosen as 2=PA  in 
order to reach a mean power of 1 for the complete OFDM symbol. Additionally, this boosting 
would increase the robustness of the signal against noise. 

III.3 SYNCHRONISATION PROCEDURE 
The synchronisation procedure to the preamble is depicted in Figure 16. Firstly, the 
synchronisation process has to detect the temporal boundaries of the OFDM symbol that carries 
the preamble and has to do a fractional frequency synchronisation to this OFDM symbol. The 
fractional frequency synchronisation is the synchronisation to the individual sin(x)/x functions. The 
remaining offset is a multiple of the OFDM subcarrier spacing. The fractional frequency 
synchronisation and the temporal synchronisation can both be achieved by means of the Guard 
Interval, which is a well-known approach [2].  

As shown later on in the simulation results, the required accuracy is very limited and fractional 
frequency offsets of several 100 Hz for OFDM subcarrier spacing of approx. 1 kHz are still 
acceptable. The same holds for the temporal synchronisation to the OFDM symbol, as a very low 
accuracy is required. 

Coarse Time
Sync

Fractional
Freq. Sync

Coarse Freq. 
Sync (PRBS)

 

Figure 16: Synchronisation to preamble 

The coarse frequency synchronisation is then based on the new preamble structure and works as 
Figure 17 depicts. 

 
Figure 17: Coarse Frequency Synchronisation 
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Firstly, the OFDM data is converted from the time into the frequency domain. As already 
mentioned the synchronisation accuracy has to be quite limited. Then always two consecutive 
pilots are differentially BPSK demodulated against each other. This is reached by the delay of 2 
OFDM subcarriers and the D-BPSK demodulation block. In case of perfect reception the resulting 
output of the demodulator block is the PRBS sequence wk with the OFDM subcarrier indices k of 
the actual receiving window of the receiver. Hence, if this sequence is correlated against the 
locally generated reference sequence, a peak occurs at the ideal overlapping position and the 
receiver is able to estimate the coarse frequency offset. 

The receiver is able to generate the reference sequence according to its tuning frequency. As the 
frequency offset between the actual and the intended tuning frequency within the receiver can be 
expected to less than a few hundreds of kHz, the resulting correlation window could be quite 
limited. 

III.4 TRANSMISSION OF LAYER 1 SIGNALLING DATA 
The proposed structure allows for the efficient transmission of Layer 1 signalling data. Therefore, 
the concept of Absolute OFDM can be applied as well. The complete Layer 1 signalling is grouped 
into so-called L1 Blocks, which have a fixed number of OFDM subcarrier (i.e. bandwidth). These L1 
Blocks are then repeated in the frequency direction starting from the OFDM subcarrier k=0, which 
corresponds to 0 MHz. As the L1 Blocks are repeated, e.g. every 5000 OFDM subcarriers, a new L1 
Block starts if the equation 05000mod =k  is fulfilled. Naturally, the repetition of the data in the 
frequency direction may cause high peak-to-average power ratios in the time domain signal. 
However, all L1 signalling data on the individual subcarrier can be additionally scrambled by means 
of the sequence wk, which mitigates this problem. The resulting structure of the Absolute OFDM 
concept with the signalling data is depicted in Figure 18. 

L1 Block L1 Block L1 Block L1 Block L1 Block L1 Block L1 Block... ...

0 MHz

e.g. 6 MHz/
5000 subcarriers Actually transmitted 

bandwidth

sorting

Complete L1 Block
 

Figure 18: Sorting of Layer 1 Signalling information to obtain complete Layer 1 Signalling Block, only the 

signals within the transmitted bandwidth are actually transmitted 

Interestingly, the bandwidth or channel raster does not have to be aligned to the L1 Block 
structure. As the receiver knows the carrier indices k in its tuning bandwidth, it knows at which 
subcarriers the L1 Blocks start. Hence, as all L1 Blocks transmit the very same data, it is able to 
obtain the complete Layer 1 signalling data out of 2 L1 Blocks, if the signal (or the receiver tuner 
window) bandwidth is higher than the L1 Block bandwidth. 

The modulation of the L1 signalling could be achieved by means of normal QAM constellations. 
This naturally requires an equalisation process before the data can be decoded. However, as pilots 
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in the preamble are known data to the receiver, they can be used for the required channel 
estimation and equalisation. 

III.5 EXAMPLE TUNING PROCEDURE 
A complete synchronisation process using the new preamble concept is depicted in Figure 19. 
Firstly, the receiver tunes to the frequency it expects a signal. Then it tries to find out if a signal is 
present. If a signal has been detected, the receiver tries a Guard Interval correlation. If this has 
been successful, the receiver uses this correlation information to perform a coarse time 
synchronisation and a fractional frequency offset compensation. Before this step, the correlation 
may already work on normal data OFDM symbols. Then, the receiver tries to find the preamble by 
means of the described correlation process. If this preamble is found, the receiver is able to 
perform coarse frequency offset compensation and afterwards it can decode the included Layer 1 
signalling. Afterwards, the synchronisation process is completed. 

 
Figure 19: Example flow chart for full synchronisation procedure using the new preamble concept 

III.6 SIMULATION RESULTS 
Multiple simulations have been performed to show the synchronisation performance of the 
proposed preamble. The OFDM parameters are an 8K FFT with Guard Interval 1/4 in an 8 MHz 
channel. A pilot has been placed on every 2nd OFDM subcarrier, while the pilots were boosted by 
3dB. Hence, the average power of the OFDM symbol has been 1.  
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Figure 20a shows the correlation product if a bandwidth of 900 kHz out of the 8 MHz is used in an 
ideal channel without noise. The unique peak within the output data is clearly visible, and an ideal 
synchronisation would have been performed. However, also at Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) of -
5dB the unique peak within the frequency spectrum is visible and the synchronisation again would 
have worked perfectly.  

Figure 21 additionally shows the correlation peak in case of an additional frequency offset of 
400Hz (OFDM subcarrier spacing of 1,116 kHz). Again, the SNR value was chosen to -5dB. 
However, the correct synchronisation to the preamble is still possible. 

a) b)  

Figure 20: Correlation Product without noise (left hand side) and at -5dB Signal-to-Noise Ratio (right 

hand side), correlation bandwidth 900 kHz, interleaved structure 

 

Figure 21: 400 Hz offset, -5dB 

 

III.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The presented approach allows for a fast synchronisation to the data stream. This is especially 
reached by the fact that the receiver knows the sequence is has to expect. Additionally, it allows 
for a method to transmit Layer 1 signalling within the preamble, which can be received even if the 
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receiver is not completely tuned to the correct frequencies. Hence, it also allows for variable 
bandwidth without any need for a fixed channel structure. 
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IV PERFORMANCE OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION WITHOUT PILOTS 
Pilots are commonly used in OFDM based systems to estimate the channel and perform channel 
equalization [3]. However, this is known information to the receiver, and thus, contributes to the 
overhead only. Therefore, DVB-T2 [4] offers a special mode in which the overhead due to the 
pilots is minimized. Using this Pilot Pattern (PP) 8, the receiver has to employ additional means to 
estimate the channel. One means, for which the PP8 scheme of DVB-T2 was mainly designed, is 
the so-called CD3 algorithm [1]. Using this algorithm, the data is used as pilots in order to 
estimate the channel. However, the data symbols have to be known prior the equalization process 
in order to estimate the channel correctly. As this is practically impossible, the algorithm introduces 
a delay of at least one OFDM symbol. Hence, the receiver does not use the correct channel 
estimates to equalize the channel, but previous ones. This may be uncritical for stationary 
reception, but gets important for mobile or portable receivers. Additionally, there may be the effect 
of error propagation. If the PP8 scheme is used for DVB-T2, the application of time interleaving is 
prohibited, because this would lead to even longer delays than 1 OFDM symbol. However, if the 
receiver is not able to correct one LDPC FEC block completely, the following channel estimation will 
include errors that leads to reduced channel estimation performance. This will naturally propagate 
to the next OFDM symbols, and so on. In extreme situations, this may even lead to loss of 
synchronization until the next reference symbol is sent. 

However, due to the decreased overhead this technique may be a candidate for DVB-NGH as well. 

IV.1 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC ALGORITHM 
The principle structure of the CD3 algorithm is depicted in Figure 22. After the transformation of 
the frequency domain into the time domain signal, the channel equalization is performed. In 
contrast to the “normal” channel estimation based on pilots, this is achieved by means of the data 
OFDM subcarriers. The channel estimation is obtained by: 

),(ˆ
),(),(

),(ˆ
),(),(ˆ

klx
klHklx

klx
klyklH ⋅

==  (1), 

where ),( kly  is the received OFDM subcarrier in OFDM symbol l  and subcarrier number k , ),( klx  
is the transmitted data, ),(ˆ klx  is the received and FEC corrected data in the receiver, ),( klH  and 

),(ˆ klH  are the real and the estimated channel transfer function. If equation (1) is without noise 
and the data in the receiver is estimated correctly, the receiver is hence able to obtain the correct 
channel transfer function at the specific OFDM subcarrier. However, in order to do this modulation, 

),(ˆ klx  of the data subcarriers has to be known to the receiver. This is achieved by decoding the 
complete OFDM symbol and encoding it again, which also includes the Forward Error Correction 
(FEC). Naturally, this process is not possible as the OFDM subcarriers are not decoded during the 
equalization process. Therefore, the system introduces a delay of a least one OFDM symbol. 
Hence, the delay is sufficient to decode the data stream of this OFDM symbol and encode it again. 
However, in some applications a delay of one OFDM symbol may not be sufficient for the receiver. 
If e.g. an FEC codeblock is transmitted over multiple OFDM symbols, a higher decoding latency 
may be required. Consequently, the receiver equalizes the channel with an outdated channel 
transfer function. If the channel is quasi static, this may not cause significant effects. However, in 
case of mobile reception the equalisation process may lead to errors. 

Normally, a noise term has to be included in equation (1). Even if the receiver is able to obtain all 
values of ),(ˆ klx  correctly, this noise term will lead to estimation errors. However, this Additive 
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) can be reduced by applying an additional filter, which may be some 
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kind of low-pass filter. Using frequency domain pilot channel estimation, this filtering can be done 
within single OFDM symbols (frequency direction) and across multiple OFDM symbols (time 
direction). However, a filtering in the time direction may increase the latency even further. Hence, 
only filtering within channel transfer function of single OFDM symbols is practical for the CD3 
approach in case of time varying channels. 

),1(ˆ
),1(),1(ˆ

klx
klyklH

−
−

=−
),1(ˆ klx −),1( kly −

),( kly ),( klz

 
Figure 22: Principle structure of the CD3 algorithm, the channel is equalized by means of the channel 

transfer function of the previous OFDM symbol 

The CD3 algorithm uses a recursive structure. Thus, the receiver has to know the channel 
completely before this recursive algorithm is used. This can be achieved by means of a special 
synchronisation symbol. In case of DVB-T2 the P2 Symbol can be used for this purpose. However, 
similar means may be possible for DVB-NGH. 

The recursive structure naturally leads to some difficulties when the tracking to the channel is lost. 
Then, the receiver has to wait until the next synchronisation symbol is sent. Such strong noise may 
occur due to impulsive noise that can be caused by switching on/off electrical devices, e.g. 
refrigerators. 

Additionally, the application of Variable Modulation and Coding gets more difficult. The receiver 
has to decode the complete data; beginning from the synchronisation preamble to the data is 
wants to receiver. If e.g. 256-QAM data is transmitted after the synchronisation symbol, but the 
data the receiver wants to receive is QPSK, the receiver may not be able to decode the 256-QAM 
data, as this would require significantly higher Signal-to-Noise Ratios than the QPSK data. 
Consequently, this scheme is mainly applicable if only a single modulation and FEC is used. 

IV.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulations were performed using the TU-BS DVB-T2 chain, as it is expected that DVB-NGH 
will be closely related to DVB-T2. The chosen system parameters were 16-QAM with the LDPC 
code rate 1/2 (16200 bits), 8K FFT with Guard Interval 1/4.  

IV.2.1 STATIC CHANNEL SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation results for the static AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) and the DVB-T 
Rayleigh channel [2] are depicted in Figure 23 and Figure 24. Surprisingly, there is significant loss, 
which is caused if the CD3 technique is used for channel estimation. If no frequency filtering is 
applied, the loss for the parameters 8K FFT, 16-QAM and DVB-T2 coderate 1/2 (16K) is almost 
5 dB, though ideally estimated data ).(ˆ klx  has been assumed. However, this loss can be reduced 
by means of additional filtering within one OFDM symbol. If a rectangular filter in the time domain, 
optimized for a Guard Interval 1/4, is used, the loss is reduced to 3 dB. Additionally, one may use 
optimized filters that reduce the gap to the ideal channel estimation and may reach the ideal 
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channel estimation with tenth of dBs. The significant difference compared to the results in [1] can 
be explained due to the fact that the DVB-T2 LDPC code is more powerful, compared to the DVB-T 
convolutional code. Hence, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) required for error-free reception is 
lower than in the DVB-T case. Consequently, the data OFDM subcarriers, which are used for 
channel estimation, carry significantly higher noise levels. 
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Figure 23: Performance of CD3 in AWGN channel: 8K FFT, Guard Interval 1/4, 16-QAM, LDPC coderate 

1/2 (16K), ideal QAM demapping (assumption of Gaussian noise distribution at input of QAM demapper), 

filter optimized for Guard Interval 1/4 

Practically the same holds for the channel estimation in case of the DVB-T Rayleigh channel. The 
high noise level on the data OFDM subcarriers leads to bad channel estimation. However, it can be 
improved by means of filtering. Certainly, the performance could be improved by means of filter 
between different OFDM symbols, but this may lead to additional latency in the decoding process. 
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Figure 24: Performance of CD3 in DVB-T2 Rayleigh channel: 8K FFT, Guard Interval 1/4, 16-QAM, LDPC 

coderate 1/2 (16K), ideal QAM demapping (assumption of Gaussian noise distribution at input of QAM 

demapper), filter optimized for Guard Interval 1/4 
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IV.2.2 MOBILE CHANNEL SIMULATION RESULTS 
In case of mobile fading channels the channel is no longer static between consecutive OFDM 
symbols. Hence, if the CD3 algorithm is used with a delay, the channel is equalized with an out-
dated channel transfer function. The simulation results for 2, 10, 20 and 40 Hz of Doppler are 
depicted in Figure 25. The channel has been estimated without additional noise. Thus, the 
degradation is only caused by the delay of the channel transfer function used to equalize the 
channel. In case of 2 Hz degradation is not visible. The ideal curve nearly overlaps the curves for 1 
to 4 OFDM symbols delay. However, if the Doppler frequency is increased, the difference between 
the ideal and the delayed equalisation is getting bigger. The loss for a delay of one OFDM symbol 
still remains acceptable for a Doppler frequency of 20 Hz. Though, the 40 Hz Doppler case does 
not work with only one OFDM symbol delay. 
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Figure 25: TU-6 channel with 2 Hz (a), 10 Hz (b), 20 Hz (c), 40 Hz (d) Doppler, parameters: 8K FFT 

(1.116 kHz subcarrier spacing), Guard Interval 1/4, 16-QAM, LDPC coderate 1/2 (16K), noiseless channel 

estimation 
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IV.2.3 ERROR PROPAGATION SIMULATION RESULTS 
Errors in the decoding process within the receiver lead to estimation errors within the following 
OFDM symbols, as the estimated QAM constellation x̂  is wrong. If the number of errors gets too 
big this may even lead to loss of synchronisation. The channel estimation quality is reduced, which 
naturally leads to additional errors in the decoding process that are again fed in the channel 
estimation of the following OFDM symbol, etc.  

Figure 26 shows simulation results for varying bit-error rates in the receiver’s feedback loop. This 
bit-errors lead to wrong values of x̂ . Hence, the channel estimation quality is reduced. However, 
the importance of the bits within the QAM constellations has not been taken into account. An error 
within the Least Significant Bit (LSB) will naturally lead to less estimation error as an error in the 
Most Significant Bit (MSB). This is caused by the effect that the MSB defines the sign of x̂ , while 
the LSB only defines small variations. However, the results can be used to give an initial trend. 
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Figure 26: Sensitivity to erroneous bits in the feedback loop, parameters: 8K FFT, Guard Interval 1/4, 

16-QAM, LDPC coderate 1/2 (16K), noiseless channel estimation, additional filter optimized for Guard 

Interval 1/4 

Surprisingly, a Bit Error Rate (BER) of 3101 −⋅  or less does not have any effect on the estimation 
quality, as the curves ideally overlap. This may be also caused by the fact that additional filtering 
within the channel estimation of each OFDM symbol is used. If the BER is increased to 2101 −⋅  a 
loss of approx. 0.5dB is visible, which may be still acceptable. In case of a BER in the feedback of 

2105 −⋅  no error-free reception is possible. However, this can result may be still improved by means 
more complex filtering in the channel estimation. Hence, the effect of errors seems to be quite 
limited. 

IV.3  CONCLUSION 
The application of CD3 for DVB-NGH allows for channel estimation with almost no pilots. In 
contrast to DVB-T, for which this technique was initially proposed, the receiver has to cope with 
higher noise levels. This is caused by the more powerful FEC. In case of mobile channels the 
technique shows good results for low mobility. However, it fails for higher reception speeds, e.g. 
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40 Hz Doppler, which corresponds to 20 m/s at 600 MHz transmission frequency. In contrast, the 
robustness in case of erroneous feedbacks seems to be quite high. 
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V CHANNEL MISO CHANNEL ESTIMATION WIHTOUT PILOTS  
The application of channel estimation with (almost) no pilots is also an interesting means in case 
of MISO transmission. This especially holds as the amount of pilots has to be increased 
significantly compared to SISO channel estimation, because the channel to each transmitter (or 
transmitter group) has to be estimated separately. However, for the further considerations the 
number of transmitter groups shall be set to 2, because this is the maximum number of orthogonal 
sequences offered by the Alamouti scheme [1]. Again, a similar approach as presented in the CD3 
paper [2] will be used for the estimation process. 

V.1 ESTIMATION OF THE CHANNEL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
In case of the SISO OFDM transmission, the effect of the channel on the transmitted QAM symbols 
can be modelled by means of a complex multiplication of the transmitted QAM symbol x  with the 
channel transfer function h  at the specific OFDM subcarrier position, i.e.: 

hxr ⋅=  (1) 

However, for the application of MISO this equation has to take the second transmitter (group) into 
account, in which two different QAM symbols with different channel transfer functions are received 
at the same time: 

2211 hxhxr ⋅+⋅=  (2) 

This equation is not solvable if r , 1x  and 2x  are known, because it includes two channel transfer 
functions, instead of one as in (1). However, as (2) is for the general MIMO case (e.g. spatial 
multiplexing), additional information is known for the Alamouti case. This is due to the fact that 
each QAM constellation is transmitted twice. If we now assume that the Alamouti scheme is used 
(in time or in frequency direction), we obtain the equations: 

2,2
*
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*
22

1,221,111

hxhxr

hxhxr

⋅+⋅−=

⋅+⋅=
(3) 

Again, equation (3) is not solvable as it includes 4 unknown variables in only 2 equations. 
However, we can assume that the channel transfer function does not vary significantly between 
the two encoded sequences, i.e.: 
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≈
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Hence, the equation (3) can be simplified to: 
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The equations (5) now consist of 2 unknown variables and 2 linear equations, which allows solving 
the equations. Therefore, the matrix representation of (5) is: 
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Hence, the channel transfer function at the specific OFDM subcarriers can be obtained by: 
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with 
2

2
2

1)det( xxX +=  

Most interestingly, the determinant is constant for BPSK and QPSK mapping, as the transmitted 
energy of each constellation point is the same. However, this changes for other QAM mappings as 
16-QAM or 64-QAM.  

V.2 PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
The assumption of a static channel between two Alamouti encoded QAM cells is naturally not valid. 
Results for BPSK/QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM are depicted in Figure 27 and Figure 28, 
respectively. Here, the Alamouti encoding has been performed in the frequency direction. The 
DVB-T2 8K FFT mode with Guard Interval 1/4 and 8 MHz channel bandwidth has been chosen for 
the simulations. This results in a useful OFDM symbol duration of 896µs and a Guard Interval 
length of 224µs. The two Alamouti groups are transmitted with the same amplitude, while the 
second group is delayed w.r.t. the first group. Hence, the criterion of a static channel transfer 
function for the Alamouti encoded data is more and more violated if the delay of the second group 
is increased. 
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Figure 27: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for varying delay of Group 2; Parameters: BPSK/QPSK mapping, 

8K FFT, Guard Interval 1/4, 7.61 MHz bandwidth, useful OFDM symbol duration 896µs 

Figure 27 shows the simulation results for BPSK and QPSK, which obtain the very same results. 
The delay of the second Alamouti group is delay, starting from 0 up to 100µs, which is far less 
than the allowed Guard Interval of 224µs. However, it turns out that the Mean Squared Error 
(MSE) between the correct and the estimated channel transfer function rises very quickly, when 
the delay is increased. As no additional noise is added, the MSE is zero if the second Alamouti 
group is not delay. However, it increased to 0.12 at 100µs. In case of BPSK and QPSK this 
estimation error may still be tolerable. However, it already turns to significant performance loss, 
especially if the additional noise is taken into account. In case of delays in the region of the Guard 
Interval length, no error-free reception of the signal can be expected. 
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One important aspect is also, that the MSE for each of the two channel transfer functions H1 and 
H2 is the same. 
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Figure 28: Mean Squared Error (MSE) for varying delay of Group 2; Paramters: 16-QAM (left) and 64-

QAM (right) mapping, 8K FFT, Guard Interval 1/4, 7.61 MHz bandwidth, useful OFDM symbol duration 

896µs 

The simulation results for the 16-QAM and 64-QAM as depicted in Figure 28 differ from the 
BPSK/QPSK results. This is caused by the fact that the determinant in equation (7) is no longer 
constant. Especially the channel estimation quality of the delay path (i.e. Alamouti group 2) shows 
significantly reduced performance w.r.t. the non-delayed path. Naturally, as 16-QAM and 64-QAM 
require higher channel estimation accuracies, it is not expected that the signal can be decoded 
correctly by means of the obtained channel estimation results. Even at echo length of less than 
50% of the Guard Interval duration the MSE is already quite high. 

V.3 CONCLUSIONS 
The application of the proposed scheme does not show interesting results in case of long echo 
delays. In these cases, the assumption of a constant channel transfer function on consecutive 
OFDM subcarriers, on which the Alamouti encoded data is transmitted, is not fulfilled. However, 
the results for short echo durations are quite promising. A possible method for the reduction of the 
estimation error may be the additional filtering of the channel estimation results.  
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VI EXTENSION OF ROTATED CONSTELLATIONS FOR MIMO SYSTEMS 
OVER ERASURE CHANNELS 

VI.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this document is to present the work performed by Telecom Bretagne in 2009 in 
the context of TF206 regarding the MIMO studies.  

The first part of the document concerns the performance of iterative receivers for MIMO system 
when the DVB-T2 FEC LDPC encoder is considered. Several space-time block codes (STBC) are 
studied from the classical spatial multiplexing scheme to more complex linear precoding-based 
STBC. Regarding the previous work presented in TF206, in particular [8], the system design and 
the performance evaluation take into account the presence of the powerful FEC encoder/decoder. 
Moreover, through synthesis charts, this study shows the improvements in terms of spectral 
efficiency and/or BER performance brought by the MIMO system compared to SIMO or SISO 
system.  

The second part of the document presents the extension of the rotated constellations, a signal 
space diversity technique adopted in the DVB-T2 standard, for SIMO system. Classical SIMO 
system is considered except that the conventional mapper is replaced by the rotated mapper. The 
study shows that the rotated scheme is able to provide much better performance that the non-
rotated scheme in the context of Rayleigh fading channels with erasure events. In the future this 
work should be extended to MIMO systems. 

VI.2  PERFORMANCE OF ITERATIVE RECEIVERS FOR MIMO SYSTEM WITH 
DVB-T2 LDPC CODE 

VI.2.1 TRANSMISSION MODEL 

We consider a narrow-band radio communication system using simultaneously nt (nt ≥1) transmit 
antennas and nr (nr ≥1) receive antennas.  A broadband transmission associated with OFDM 
modulation is implicitly assumed since Rayleigh fading channel is considered. SISO (Single Input 
Single Output), SIMO (Single Input Multiple Output) and MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) 
systems are considered. 

 
Figure 29: MIMO transmitter scheme. 

The generic MIMO transmitter scheme is presented Figure 29. The information bit stream kb  

( inf,,2,1 Tk K= , where infT  is the number of information bits) is first encoded jc  ( encTj ,,2,1 K= , 
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where encT  is the number of encoded bits or frame size) by a rate-Rc LDPC encoder following the 

DVB-T2 standard. The coded bits are then bit interleaved by a size- encT random interleaver Π . 

Following a Gray mapping, the coded bits are base band modulated, according to a constellation χ, 
to produce the complex symbols stream lx  ( symTl ,,0,1 K= ), where symT  is the number of symbols 

per block, i.e, encT /m where m is the number of bits per complex symbol. The considered 
constellations are the conventional QPSK and 16QAM. This scheme is called Bit Interleaved Coded 
Modulation (BICM).   

A S/P (Serial to Parallel) conversion generates a stream of complex vectors ix  of size TnQ t ×= , 
and i = 1, …, (Tsym/Q) where T denotes the number of time slots involved in the space-time code. 
For nt =1, the complex symbols stream is directly transmitted. In the case of MIMO system, x is 
space-time coded  

      Sxx =              

 

where S is the space-time matrix of size QQ×  (for a full rate code) and ][ 21 Qxxx L=x  is 

the result of the linear transformation due to the multiplication by the S matrix. The space-time 
code is detailed in section VI.2.2. The MIMO transmitter scheme represented Figure 29 is called 
ST-BICM (Space-Time Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation).  

 

Then, the received signal is given by: 

wxHy +=                                                             

or equivalently, 

wSxHy +=                                                             

 

where [ ] [ ]( )Tdiag HHH L1= ,  [ ]TQyyy L21=y  and [ ]TQwww L21=w whose 

entries are  circularly symmetric, complex Gaussian noise samples with zero mean and 
variance 2

wσ . We assume that the tr nn ×  matrix H  has i.i.d Gaussian distributed complex entries 
with unit variance. Since flat fading is considered, each entries describes the channel gain of the 
transmission path between the jth transmit antenna and the ith receive antenna. In addition perfect 
channel estimation and synchronization are considered. An equivalent representation is given by  

wxHy += eq  (1) 

where  SHH =eq  is the equivalent MIMO channel.  

VI.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SPACE-TIME CODES 

In this section we only consider MIMO systems with nt >1 and nr >1. We focus on linear dispersion 
space-time block codes, introduced in [1]. The space-time block code defines a set of code words 
that corresponds to the linear combination of complex symbols in the space and time dimension. 
Full rate codes, such that Rs=nt, are considered as they are able to provide the highest spectral 
efficiency. Linear precoding, as a diversity technique, improves the reliability of systems impaired 
by fading channels.  The design of the space-time block code in MIMO systems can be based on 
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linear precoding matrix [2]. In Table 1, we classify different space-time codes with respect to the 
kind of diversity that can be exploited. Notice that, in this section, we do not take into account the 
diversity exploited by the FEC encoder/decoder. 

 

 Type of 
diversity 

 No spatial
diversity  Spatial diversity  Time and space 

diversities 

 T 1 tn  > tn  

 ST code  Spatial Mux.  Golden code (nt =2) 
[3],  

 Hassibi code  

(nt =2) [1], 

 Linear precoding
[2], 

 etc 

 Linear precoding 

Table 1. Classification of the used space-time block codes. 

• For T = 1 (Spatial multiplexing):   

tnIS =  where 
tnI  is the identity matrix of size tt nn × . 

• For T = nt   
 

The space-time matrix of the LD (Linear Dispersion) code proposed by Hassibi for 2=tn , T=2 is 
given by: 
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where 1A  and 2A  are the transmit antenna one and two respectively and 0t  and 1t  are the time 
slot zero and one respectively.  

For the same parameters, 2=tn , 2=T  space-time codes based on linear precoding and 
Hadamard matrix3 can be designed to exploit space diversity, equation (2), or time diversity, 
equation (3). 

                                            

3 Hadamard matrix is defined by ⎥
⎦

⎤
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⎣
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p  with 11 =Θ  and p a power of two. 
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• For tnT >  

It is possible to design some space-time codes based on linear precoding that exploit space and 
time diversity jointly.  

For 2=tn , 4=T  the space-time codes based on Hadamard linear precoding for time and space-
time diversity are presented in (4) and (5) respectively. 
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In case of frequency selective channels, the exploitation of time diversity can be converted into 
frequency diversity if the space-time coding is done across the subcarriers of the OFDM 
modulation. For a L-path channel, the space-time matrix should be dimensioned such that T ≥ L × 
nt. 

VI.2.3 RECEIVER MODEL 

VI.2.3.1 SIMO RECEIVER 

If CSI is perfectly known the optimal combining technique for the SIMO receiver is the Maximal 
Ratio Combining (MRC). The output of the MRC receiver is given by [11] 
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The MRC detector is followed by a soft demapper (symbol to LLR conversion), detailed in section 
VI.2.3.3, a bit deinterleaver and the channel decoder. 

VI.2.3.2 MIMO ITERATIVE RECEIVER 

The MIMO receiver is an iterative (or turbo) receiver based on Minimum Mean Square Error – 
Interference Cancellation (MMSE-IC) [5] [6]. 
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The iterative receiver is divided into two main parts. The first is the detector, that is updated every 
each iteration with the information coming from the second part, the channel decoder, as shown in 
Figure 30. Based on channel observations y, the detector based on an interference cancellation 
structure provides an estimation of the complex symbol vector x according to the MMSE criterion. 
The estimated vector x~  is converted to a stream of symbols. These estimated symbols are 
transformed to Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) given by    

{ }
{ }⎟⎟⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

=
=

=
xbP
xbP

xbLe ~0

~1
ln)~(                                                      

The deinterleaved LLR are then processed by the channel decoder that computes the a posteriori 
( aL ) LLR. This information is interleaved again and converted to soft symbols in order to perform 
MMSE-IC. Thanks to the a posteriori  LLR provided by the channel decoder, the MMSE-IC detector 
is able to provide a better estimate of the complex symbol vector. An outer iteration corresponds 
to detection followed by channel decoding. 

 
 

Figure 30. MIMO iterative receiver 

The considered FEC encoder is the DVB-T2 LDPC encoder [9]. In this work, the sum-product 
algorithm is considered at the decoding side. Since this algorithm is based on the message passing 
concept, it needs several iterations to provide an updated version of the coded bits in terms of LLR 

aL  . These iterations are called inner iterations contrary to the outer iterations that are performed 
between the detector and the channel decoder. The input of the channel decoding is a stream of Ll 
LLR of coded bits. The channel decoder computes the a posteriori LLR aL  and the estimated bits 

b̂ .  
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Figure 31. Space-time detector : MMSE-IC scheme 

We assume that the equivalent channel eqH  is perfectly known. The space-time detector, depicted 

in Figure 31, consists in an interference cancellation structure updated according to the MMSE 
criterion.  Based on the transmission model given equation (1), the entries of the estimated vector 
x~  can be derived [5]:  
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and rnk ,...,1,0= , keq,h is the thk column of eqH , and ( )H⋅ is the conjugate transpose.   

 At the first iteration, since a priori information is not available, we consider 0x =ˆ  and 02
ˆ =xσ . 

Therefore the classical MMSE detector is obtained and the estimated complex symbol is given by  

( ) yIHHh 122
,

2~ −
+= w

H
eqeqx

H
keqxkx σσσ  (8) 

 

VI.2.3.3 SYMBOL TO LLR CONVERSION 

The symbol to LLR conversion allows for the conversion of the estimated symbols kx~ into LLR of 
coded bits. The output of the detector (MRC or MMSE-IC) can be written as 

kkkk xgx η+=~  (9) 

where gk is a real scalar and ηk   is a complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 2
ησ . gk 

and 2
ησ  are computed from the expression of the detector output. Thanks to the max-log 

approximation ( ( ) ( )2121 ,max)exp()exp(ln xxxx ≈+ ), the LLR of the i-th bit of the complex symbol 

kx~  is given by 
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where i
bχ  is composed by the elements of the constellation such that the i-th bit is equal to b. 

VI.2.3.4 LLR TO SYMBOL CONVERSION 

The LLR to symbol conversion converts the LLR provided by the channel decoder into soft complex 
symbols. The expression of the soft symbol kx̂ is given by 

( )∑
∈

===
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k
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where k
ib is the i-th bit of the symbol xk. 

Assuming that the transmitted bits are statistically independent, we obtain 
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- For 16-QAM  
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VI.2.4 PERFORMANCE BOUNDS 

VI.2.4.1 MRC RECEIVER 

Assuming that the channel vector h has i.i.d Gaussian distributed complex entries with unit 
variance, the probability of error )(eP  of the MRC receiver over a Rayleigh channel with nr receive 
antennas can be asymptotically approximated by [11] 
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The bit error probability decreases inversely with the nr-th power of the signal-to-noise ratio. This 
receiver provides the maximum diversity order equal to nr. At high SNR, the bit error probability of 
the MRC receiver in the context of a BCIM SIMO system is bounded by 
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where  ( ){ }+∞= ,,,, min
)( LdddA b

d defines the distance spectrum of the channel code and mind  is 
the minimum distance of the channel code. 

VI.2.4.2 MIMO ITERATIVE RECEIVER 

Assume that xx =ˆ  and 22
ˆ xx σσ =  . Then equation (7) becomes 
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This expression corresponds to the genie aided receiver since the complex symbols are supposed 
to be known. The performance of such a scheme gives a lower bound for the iterative receiver. 
This bound is achieved when the a posteriori information provided by the channel decoder is error-
free. It can be shown that this expression is equivalent to the expression of the MRC output, given 
in section VI.2.3.1, by replacing nr by T and taking out a scalar. Therefore if the iterative receiver 
converges towards its lower bound, it is also able to achieve a diversity order equal to T. Finally, 
the lower bound of the iterative receiver is given by the performance of the MRC detector followed 
by the channel decoder over a SIMO channel with nr = T antennas. 

VI.2.5 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The performance results are given in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER). We assume perfect channel 
estimation and synchronization. The power is normalized at the transmitter and the receiver so 
that the ratio 0/ NEb is given by 

2
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σ
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where m is the number of bits per symbol and Rc is the channel code rate. 

Figure 32 provides the performance of the iterative receiver with the MMSE-IC detector in case of 
convolutional code or DVB-T2 LDPC for the 8th outer iteration.  5 inner iterations are performed in 
the case of the LDPC.  Both schemes use a linear precoding rate T=1 that corresponds to the 
spatial multiplexing scheme. The simulation parameters are presented in Table 2. For QPSK, at 
BER= 510− , the LDPC scheme outperforms the convolutional scheme by 3 dB. For 16-QAM this gain 
is approximately 2.8 dB. 

Number of  Tx. ×  Rx. Antennas 2 × 2 

Linear Precoding Rate T = 1 (Spatial Mux) 

Modulation  QPSK and 16QAM 

Frame Size  16200 

Number of outer iterations  
(outer) 

8 

Number of LDPC iterations 
(inner) 

5 
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Code Convolutional code and DVB-
T2 LDPC 

Polynomial code generator (133,171)o 

Convolutional Code rate 1/2 

LDPC Code rate 1/2 

Type of detector MMSE-IC 

Table 2. Simulation parameters for Figure 32. 

 
Figure 32. Performance of  the MMSE-IC iterative receiver with the convolutional code and the LDPC 

code. T=1. 8 outer iterations. QPSK and 16-QAM. 

Figure 33 shows the performance of the MMSE-IC iterative receiver (LDPC code, 8th outer iteration 
and 5 inner iterations) with a linear precoding rate of T=1 (spatial multiplexing scheme) and T=2 
(full rate space-time code with the exploitation of transmit spatial diversity, see (2)). The 
simulation parameters are presented in Table 3. The improvement of the performance brought by 
linear precoding is due to the addition of diversity in the system - in this case transmit spatial 
diversity. This improvement is essentially observed for high code rates (R=3/4 and R= 4/5). 
Indeed the FEC code already exploits time and space diversity thanks to the ST-BICM scheme. 
Since time diversity is infinite in case of the Rayleigh channel, the diversity order of the ST-BICM, 
bounded by the minimum distance of the code, is already quite high, even without explicit 
exploitation of space diversity via STBC. The impact on the performance of the addition of spatial 
diversity is then visible when the minimum distance of the code is low, that is for high rate codes. 

 

 

Number of  Tx. ×  Rx. Antennas 2 × 2 
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Linear precoding rate T = 1 and  T=2 (Time 
Diversity) 

Modulation  QPSK  

Frame Size  16200 

Number of outer iterations  
(outer) 

8 

Number of LDPC iterations 
(inner) 

5 

Code DVB-T2 LDPC 

LDPC Code rate (1/2), (11/15≈3/4), (7/9 
≈4/5) 

Type of detector MMSE-IC 

Table 3. Simulation parameters for Figure 33. 

 

 

Figure 33. Performance of the MMSE-IC iterative receiver with the LDPC code for different code rates. 

T=1 and T=2. QPSK. 8 outer iterations and  5 inner iterations. 

 

Figure 34 shows the synthesis chart that depicts the spectral efficiencies versus Eb/N0 at BER 
equal to 10-5 for the MMSE-IC iterative receiver in case of the MIMO system and for the 

R=1/
2

R=4/
5

R=3/
4
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conventional receiver in case of the SISO system for different code rates and two constellations 
(QPSK and 16-QAM). Both schemes use the LDPC code. The iterative receiver performs 8 outer 
iterations and 5 inner iterations that correspond to 40 LDPC iterations. The conventional receiver 
performs 40 LDPC iterations. The simulation parameters are given in Table 4. We recall that the 
rotated constellation principle is not implemented yet. Moreover two space-time codes are taken 
into account: T=1 (spatial multiplexing) and T=2 (linear precoding along the time dimension, see 
(3)). By exploiting the spatial dimension through the MIMO system, a gain of several dBs is 
observed compared to the SISO case for all targeted spectral efficiencies. This gain is due to the 
use of a lower-order constellation thanks to spatial multiplexing, which is more robust to noise and 
fading, and to the exploitation of the spatial diversity (at the transmitter and at the receiver) and 
the time diversity for T=2. The impact of the linear precoding on the performance, observed by 
the comparison between T=1 and T=2, is less important, from less than 0.5 dB to around 1 dB 
depending on the couple code rate/modulation. 

Number of  Tx. ×  Rx. Antennas 2 × 2 

Linear Precoding Rate T = 1 and T=2 (Time 
Diversity) 

Modulation  QPSK and 16-QAM 

Frame Size  16200 

Number of global iterations  
(outer) 

8 

Number of LDPC iterations 
(inner) 

5 

Code DVB-T2 LDPC 

LDPC Code rate (1/2), (11/15≈3/4), (7/9 
≈4/5) 

Type of detector MMSE-IC  

SISO LDPC iterations  50 

 

Table 4: Simulation parameters for Figure 34  
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Figure 34. Spectral efficiencies versus Eb/N0 at BER equal to 10-5 for the MMSE-IC iterative receiver in 

the case of the MIMO system and for the conventional receiver in the case of the SISO system. 

 

Figure 35 shows the synthesis chart that depicts the spectral efficiencies versus Eb/N0 at BER 
equal to 10-5 for the MMSE-IC iterative receiver in case of the MIMO system and for the MRC 
receiver in case of the SIMO system for different code rates and two constellations (QPSK and 16-
QAM). Both schemes use the LDPC code. The simulation parameters are presented in Table Table 
5. A gain greater than 2 dB is observed between the MIMO and the SIMO system whatever the 
code rate/modulation. Indeed the spatial multiplexing scheme allows for the use of a more robust 
lower-order constellation. Moreover the spatial diversity order of the MIMO system is potentially 
multiplied by nt compared to the SIMO system. 

 

Number of  Tx. ×  Rx. Antennas 2 × 2 for the MIMO system 

1 × 2 for the SIMO system 

Linear Precoding Rate T = 1, and T=2 (Time 
diversity) 

Modulation  QPSK and 16-QAM 

Frame Size  16200 

Number of outer iterations  
(outer) 

8 
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Number of LDPC iterations 
(inner) 

5 

Code DVB-T2 LDPC 

LDPC Code rate (1/2), (11/15≈3/4), (7/9 
≈4/5) 

Type of detector MMSE-IC (MIMO) 

MRC (SIMO) 

Number of LDPC iterations 
(SIMO) 

40 

Table 5. Simulation parameters for Figure 35. 

 

 
Figure 35. Spectral efficiencies versus Eb/N0 at BER equal to 10-5 for the MMSE-IC iterative receiver in 

case of the MIMO system and for the MRC receiver in case of the SIMO system. 

Figure 36 presents the synthesis chart that depicts the spectral efficiencies versus Eb/N0 at BER 
equal to 10-5 for the MMSE-IC iterative receiver and for the non-iterative MMSE receiver for 
different code rates and two constellations (QPSK and 16-QAM). Both schemes use the LDPC code. 
The linear precoding rate is T=1 (spatial multiplexing scheme) and T=2 (time diversity). The 
simulation parameters are presented in Table 6.  The iterative receiver achieves a 1dB gain over 
the non-iterative receiver whatever the couple code rate/modulation.  

 

 

Number of  Tx. × Rx. Antennas 2 × 2 

Linear Precoding Rate T = 1, and T=2 (Time 
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Diversity) 

Modulation  QPSK and 16-QAM 

Frame Size  16200 

Number of outer iterations  
(outer) 

8 

Number of LDPC iterations 
(inner) 

5 

Code DVB-T2 LDPC 

LDPC Code rate (1/2), (11/15≈3/4), (7/9 
≈4/5) 

Type of detector MMSE-IC (iterative receiver) 

MMSE (non-iterative receiver) 

Non-iterative receiver LDPC 
iterations  

40 

Table 6. Simulation parameters for Figure 36. 

 
Figure 36. Spectral efficiencies versus Eb/N0 at BER equal to 10-5 for the MMSE-IC iterative receiver with 

the LDPC code (8 outer iterations and 5 inner LDPC iterations) and  the non-iterative MMSE receiver with 

the LDPC code (40 iterations). 
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VI.2.6 ITERATIVE RECEIVERS FOR A MIMO SYSTEM WITH DVB-T2 LDPC 
CODE: CONCLUSION 

In this work, we studied the performance of a MIMO system associated with the DVB-T2 LDPC 
code. The MIMO system involved 2 transmit and 2 receive antennas. In order to achieve high 
spectral efficiencies we focused on full rate space-time codes such as the spatial multiplexing 
scheme. To exploit spatial or time diversity, linear precoding was inserted between the bit to 
symbol conversion and the spatial multiplexing scheme. The resulting scheme can be viewed as a 
full rate space-time code, classified in the literature under the name of linear dispersion code. To 
exploit the potentialities of the designed MIMO system at best, an iterative receiver, following the 
turbo principle and based on the MMSE criterion, was presented. We recall that the rotated 
constellation was not taken into account and that perfect synchronization and channel estimation 
were considered at the receiver. Notice also that the scheduling of the iterative process, and in 
particular the number of inner and outer iterations, was not optimized. 

We showed that the proposed MIMO scheme associated with the DVB-T2 LDPC code and the 
iterative receiver outperformed the same scheme with convolutional code by more than 3 dB at 
BER equal to 10-5. Moreover, the proposed MIMO scheme allowed for a performance gain, 
compared to the SISO system, greater than 2 dB for low spectral efficiencies and even 6 dB for 
high spectral efficiencies. A comparison between the MIMO system and the SIMO system with an 
MRC receiver is also addressed. A gain greater than 2 dB is observed between the MIMO and the 
SIMO system whatever the couple code rate/modulation.  Finally, the simulation results showed 
that, for the MIMO system, the iterative receiver, based on the MMSE criterion, achieves a 1dB 
gain over the non-iterative receiver based on the MMSE detector whatever the couple code 
rate/modulation. 
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VI.3 EXTENSION OF ROTATED CONSTELLATIONS FOR A SIMO SYSTEM 
OVER ERASURE CHANNELS 

VI.3.1 SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider a narrow-band SIMO radio communication system using nt= 1 transmit antennas and 
nr (nr ≥1) receive antennas.  The information bits are encoded according to the BICM scheme 
presented in section VI.2.1. However, the rotated QAM mapper, presented in [12] replaces the 
conventional mapper. The angles optimized in [12] are chosen. The SIMO channel is represented 
by a rn -size vector h  whose entries hi describe the gain of each transmission path from the 
transmit antenna to the i-th receive antenna.  We omit the time index k for the sake of clarity. 

The received vector is given by 

why += x  16) 

where x  is the transmitted complex symbol, the channel vector [ ]Tnr
hhh L21=h , the 

received signal is a complex vector [ ]Tnr
yyy L21=y ,  and [ ]Tnr

www L21=w  is the 

circularly symmetric, complex Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and variance 2
wσ .  

If CSI is perfectly known the optimal combining technique for the SIMO receiver is the Maximal 
Ratio Combining (MRC). The output of the MRC receiver is given by [11] 
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The MRC detector is followed by the soft rotated demapper (symbol to LLR conversion), as 
presented in [12], a bit deinterleaver and the channel decoder. 

 
Figure 37a. SIMO fading channel with independent erasure events affecting every received antenna. 

Two channel models are considered: the conventional i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel and the i.i.d 
Rayleigh fading channel with erasures. For the former, the channel gain hi is an independent 
Gaussian distributed complex sample with unit variance.  For the latter, the channel gain is given 
by 
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iii eh ρ=  18) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37b. SIMO fading channel with correlated erasure events affecting every received antenna. 

 

where ρi is an independent Gaussian distributed complex sample with unit variance and ei is the 
erasure event that takes the value 0 with a probability of eP  and the value 1 with a probability of 

eP−1 . The erasures can be applied independently or identically over the nr  antennas as shown in 

figure 10a and 10b. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio has to be normalized by a eP−1  factor in 
order to compensate for the loss of received signal power. 

VI.3.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The performance results are given in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) w.r.t Eb/N0. We assume perfect 
channel estimation and synchronization. The simulation parameters are reported in Table 7. We 
compare the performance of the SIMO scheme with and without the rotated constellation. 

 

Number of  Tx. × Rx. Antennas 1 × 2 

Modulation  16-QAM 

Frame Size  16200 

Number of LDPC iterations 
(inner) 

40 

Code DVB-T2 LDPC 

LDPC Code rate  4/5 

Type of detector MRC 

Table 7. Simulation parameters. 
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VI.3.2.1 OVER I.I.D. RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 

Figure 38 presents the performance results of the SIMO system with and without rotated 
constellation over the i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel. The rotation does not degrade the 
performance and even leads to a slight improvement of 0.1 dB at BER equal to 10-5. 

 

 

 
Figure 38. Performance of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. Rayleigh 

fading channel. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 40 iterations. 

VI.3.2.2 OVER I.I.D. RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL WITH ERASURES 
 

Four cases are simulated. First, we assume independent erasure events at 20% and 40%. Second, 
fully correlated erasure events at 15% and 20% are considered. 

Figure 39 presents the performance results of the SIMO system with and without rotated 
constellation over the i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel with independent erasure events at 20%. 
Thanks to the rotation, the system performance is improved moderately by 0.4 dB at BER=10-5. 
Moreover, the slope of the curve is much steeper in the case of the rotated constellation. The 
improvement is much more impressive when the erasure events are at 40%, as illustrated in 
Figure 40. In this context, the performance of the non-rotated SIMO system undergoes severe 
flattening whereas the rotated one still converges for Eb/No <14 dB. The SIMO system with the 
rotated constellation is thus able to cope with numerous erasure events. 
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Figure 39. Performance of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. Rayleigh 

fading channel with independent erasure events at 20%. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 

40 iterations. 

 
Figure 40. Performance of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. Rayleigh 

fading channel with independent erasure events at 40%. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 

40 iterations. 

Figure 41 presents the performance results of the SIMO system with and without rotated 
constellation over the i.i.d Rayleigh fading channel with fully correlated erasure events at 15%. 
Again the rotation provides a performance gain of more than 1.5 dB at BER=10-4. Finally, on 
Figure 42, we observe the extreme case, corresponding to fully correlated erasure events at 20%, 
where the SIMO system without rotation does not converge at all since an error floor is observed 
at 8.10-2 over the whole simulated SNR range. On the contrary the SIMO system with rotation is 
still able to provide acceptable BER performance. 
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Figure 41. Performance of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. Rayleigh 

fading channel with fully correlated erasure events at 15%. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 

16QAM, 40 iterations. 

 

  
Figure 42. Performance of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. Rayleigh 

fading channel with fully correlated erasure events at 20%. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 

16QAM, 40 iterations. 
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VI.3.2.3 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE OVER I.I.D. RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL 
WITH ERASURES 

A summary of the performance over a fading channel with independent erasures is found in Figure 
43 and for correlated erasures in  

Figure 44. 

 
Figure 43. Performance comparison of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. 

Rayleigh fading channel without/with independent erasure events at 20% and 40%. MRC detector, DVB-

T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 40 iterations. 
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Figure 44. Performance comparison of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation 
over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel without/with correlated erasure events at 15%, 20%, 30% and 

40%. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 40 iterations. 

Figure 44 shows that the non-rotated SIMO system does not achieve iterative process convergence 
for when suffering from more than 20% of erasure events. Already at 15% of erasure events, 
several dBs of improvement is seen thanks to the rotated constellation. 

 
Figure 45. Performance comparison of the SIMO system with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. 

Rayleigh fading channel without/with independent and correlated erasure events at 20%. MRC detector, 

DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 40 iterations. 

 

Figure 45 gives an idea about the performance of a real system. In fact, a real world scenario 
would have an erasure event with a partial correlation leading to a performance curve in between 
the curves corresponding to the independent and fully correlated cases.   

 

VI.3.2.4 COMPARISON WITH SISO 
 

Simulations were performed in order to compare the performance of SIMO and SISO schemes over 
fading channels and fading channels with erasure events. The comparison includes systems with 
and without rotated constellations. 
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Figure 46. Performance comparison of SIMO and SISO system with/without the rotated constellation 

over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 40 iterations. 

 

Figure 46 shows the results of the above-mentioned comparison over flat fading Rayleigh channels 
with and without rotation. Note that the received power is also normalized. To obtain the physical 
SIMO performance, their corresponding curves should be shifted to the left by 3 dB. This shift also 
applies for the Figure 47 andFigure 48 where the same comparison is performed in the presence 
of correlated and independent erasure events. 

An improvement of 2 dB (to which we add 3dB shift) can be observed for the rotated SIMO system 
in the presence of 15% of correlated erasure events. Figure 48 shows that the rotated SIMO 
scheme outperforms in all cases the SISO scheme in the case of independent and correlated 
erasure events.  
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Figure 47. Performance comparison of SIMO and SISO with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. 

Rayleigh fading channel with 15% of correlated erasures. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 

40 iterations. 

 

 

Figure 48. Performance comparison of SIMO and SISO with/without the rotated constellation over i.i.d. 

Rayleigh fading channel with 20% of independent and correlated erasures. MRC detector, DVB-T2 rate-

4/5 LDPC, 16QAM, 40 iterations. 
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VI.3.3 ROTATED CONSTELLATIONS FOR A SIMO SYSTEM OVER ERASURE 
CHANNELS: CONCLUSION 

In this work we studied the performance of a SIMO system associated with the rotated 
constellation adopted in the DVB-T2 standard. Two channel models were investigated.  

When the i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel model was considered, the rotation led to a slight 
improvement of 0.1 dB at BER equal to 10-5. This result is predictable since the combination of a 
multiple antenna scheme with a powerful outer FEC already takes advantage of the existing 
diversity over a time invariant channel like the Rayleigh flat fading channel.  

However, when erasure events were taken into account, the rotated scheme largely outperformed 
the non rotated one. The gap between both schemes can range from several tenth of dB to 
several dBs when the performance of the non rotated scheme leads to an error floor. 

VI.4  CONCLUSIONS 
The first part of the document concerns the performance of iterative receivers for MIMO system 
when the DVB-T2 FEC LDPC encoder is considered. Several space-time block codes (STBC) are 
considered from the classical spatial multiplexing scheme to more complex linear precoding-based 
STBC. Regarding the previous work presented in TF206, in particular [8], the system design, and 
then the performance evaluation, take into account the presence of the powerful FEC 
encoder/decoder. Moreover, through synthesis charts, this study shows the improvements in terms 
of spectral efficiency and/or BER performance brought by the MIMO system compared to a SIMO 
or SISO system.  

In the first part of the document we evaluated the performance of iterative receivers based on the 
MMSE criterion and interference cancellation structures when the DVB-T2 FEC LDPC encoder is 
considered. Through synthesis charts representing spectral efficiency vs Eb/N0 it was observed 
that  

• compared to the SISO system, the proposed MIMO scheme allowed for a performance 
gain, greater than 2 dB for low spectral efficiencies and even 6 dB for high spectral 
efficiencies,    

• compared to the SIMO system, the proposed MIMO scheme allowed for a performance 
gain, greater than 2 dB whatever the couple code rate/modulation 

In the second part of the document the principle of rotated constellations that was adopted in the 
DVB-T2 standard was extended to a SIMO system. The simulation results showed that when 
erasure events were taken into account, the rotated scheme largely outperformed the non rotated 
one. The gap between both schemes can range from several tenth of dB to several dBs when the 
performance of the non rotated scheme leads to an error floor. In the case of i.i.d. Rayleigh fading 
channel, iterative demapping should be performed to efficiently exploit the signal space diversity 
provided by the rotated constellation. In the future this work will be extended to MIMO systems. 
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VII MIMO AND OFDM/OQAM 

VII.1 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the document is to compare performances between OFDM/OQAM scheme and 
conventional OFDM one. Since the beginning of the B21C project, Orange Labs has performed a 
lot of work in order to promote the OFDM/OQAM modulation inside the consortium and also in 
DVB-T2 standard. The principal interests of OQAM are the improvement of throughput thanks to 
the lake of the guard interval, the performances against Doppler and the confinement of the 
spectrum. Of course these advantages are not free since the modem complexity is more than an 
OFDM one and the performances against long echoes are less than conventional OFDM scheme. It 
has been shown in [1] and [2] that OFDM/OQAM is suitable for Doppler environments but suffers 
from large channel delay spreads typical of SFN environments. In addition, we have seen that 
regarding to the environment, the OFDM/OQAM prototype filter can be adapted since some filters 
are more suitable for Doppler environments (TFL) and other to large delay spread values (FS). The 
idea of introducing OFDM/OQAM in a new standard should be very useful for mobile scenario and 
for networks having delay spread value no more than 10% of the symbol duration. So, the idea is 
not to entirely stand in conventional CP-OFDM for OFDM/OQAM but to put in as optional to be 
more robust in mobile environment (train …). 

the point that is introduced in this section is the difficulty to combine OFDM/OQAM with the well 
known multi-antenna Alamouti coding scheme [3]. However, is it really a trouble in mobile 
environment? After introducing the problem of the association of OFDM/OQAM with Alamouti 
coding scheme, we compare the performances of OFDM/OQAM regarding OFDM/MISO/Alamouti 
scheme trough two typical channels:  

- additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with Doppler; 

- channel with an echo at 0dB like single frequency network (SFN) and AWGN. 

So, we wish to answer to this question and to quantify the impact of not using Alamouti in mobile 
scenario. 

VII.2 OFDM/OQAM AND ALAMOUTI 

VII.2.1 OFDM/OQAM: BRIEF RECALL OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES 
The baseband equivalent of a continuous-time multicarrier OFDM/OQAM signal can be expressed 
as follows [4]: 

Eq.(1) 

with Z the set of integers, M = 2N an even number of sub-carriers, F0 = 1=T0 = 1=2τ0 the 

sub-carrier spacing, g the prototype function assumed here to be a real-valued and even function 
and νm,n an additional phase term such that νm,n = jm+nejφ0 where φ0 can be chosen arbitrarily. The 
transmitted data symbols am,n are real-valued. They are obtained from a 22K-QAM constellation, 
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taking the real and imaginary parts of these complex valued symbols of duration T0 = 2τ0, where 
τ0 denotes the time offset between the two parts [4].  

Assuming a distortion-free channel, the Perfect Reconstruction (PR) of the real data symbols is 
obtained owing to the following real orthogonality condition: 

 

where * denotes conjugation, <.|.> denotes the inner product and δm,p = 1 if m = p and δm,p = 0 

if m different of p. Otherwise said <gm,n|gp,q> is a pure imaginary number for .  

For a sake of brevity, we set  

 
The orthogonality condition for the prototype filter can also be conveniently expressed using its 
ambiguity function. Indeed, defining it by 

 
it is known [4] that to be orthogonal the OFDM/OQAM prototype has to be such that 

 
In practical implementations the baseband signal is directly generated in discrete-time sampling 
the continuous-time signal at the critical frequency, i.e. with Fe = MF0 = 2NF0. 

Then, based on [5], the discrete-time baseband signal taking the causality constraint into account, 
is expressed as: 

Eq.(2) 

The parallel between (1) and (2) shows that the overlapping of duration τ0 also corresponds 

to N discrete-time samples. For sake of simplicity, we will assume that the prototype filter length, 
denoted Lg, is such that Lg = bM = 2bN with b a positive integer. 

With the discrete-time formulation the real orthogonality condition can also be expressed 

as: 
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Figure 1: The transmission scheme based on OFDM/OQAM 

The above block diagram illustrates our OFDM/OQAM transmission scheme. The propagation 
channel breaks the real orthogonality condition thus an equalization must be performed at the 
receiver side to restore this orthogonality. 

Let us consider a channel h(t,τ) that can also be represented by a complex-valued number H(c)
m,n 

for sub-carrier m at symbol time n. At the receiver side, the received signal is the summation of 
the s(t) signal convolved with the channel impulse response and of a noise component η(t). For a 
locally invariant channel, we can define a neighborhood, denoted Ω∆m,∆n, around the (m0, n0) 
position, with 

 

And we also define 

 

Note also that ∆n and ∆m are chosen according to the time and bandwidth coherence of the 
channel, respectively. Then, assuming 

 
The demodulated signal can be expressed as 

 

With a(i) m0n0 , the interference created by the neighbor symbols, is given by 

 

and, finally, Jm0,n0 the interference created by the data symbols outside Ω∆m,∆n. 

It can be shown that, even for small size neighborhoods, if the prototype function g is well 
localized in time and frequency, Jm0,n0 becomes negligible when compared to the noise term ηm0,n0 . 
Indeed a good localization means that the ambiguity function of g, which is directly related to the 
<g>m0,n0

m0+p,n0+q terms, is concentrated around its origin in the time-frequency plane, i.e. only 
takes small values outside the Ω∆m,∆n region. Thus the received signal can be approximated by: 
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Eq.(3) 

For the rest of the study, we consider equation (3) as the expression of the signal at the 

output of the OFDM/OQAM demodulator. 

VII.2.2 ALAMOUTI SCHEME: GENERAL CASE 
In order to describe the Alamouti scheme [3], let us consider the one-tap channel model described 
as follows: when an antenna u transmits a complex symbol sk,u, this symbol is received by the 
antenna without interference, i.e. the received sample at time instant k, named yk, is given by: 

 
where hk,u is linked to the channel and corresponds to the channel coefficient between antenna u 
and the receive antenna, at time instant k. The index k indicates that the channel coefficient can 
be time variant. The channel coefficients are supposed to have a normal distribution with unitary 
variance. ηk represents the noise component at time k at the receive antenna. One transmit 
antenna and one receive antenna is generally referred as SISO model. We consider coherent 
detection by assuming a perfect knowledge of the channel coefficients at the receiver side. 

Originally, the Alamouti scheme has been implemented with 2 transmit and one receiveantennas, 
i.e. 2 x 1 and symbols are processed by couples. Let us consider s2k and s2k+1 to be the two 
symbols to transmit at time1 2k and time 2k + 1, respectively. At time4 2k, the antenna 0 

transmits  whereas the antenna 1 transmits . At time 2k + 1, the antenna 0 transmits 

 whereas the antenna 1 transmits where H stands for the transpose conjugate 

operation. The term  is used to normalize the total transmitted power. The received samples at 
time instants 2k and 2k + 1 are given by: 

 

Assuming the channel to be constant between the time instant 2k and 2k + 1, we get 

Eq.(4) 

Where  is an orthogonal matrix with and  the 
identity matrix of size (2,2). Thus using the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) equalization, 

the estimates of s2k and s2k+1 are obtained by: 
                                            
4 Time and frequency axis can be permuted in multicarrier modulation 
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As the noise components η2k and η2k+1 are uncorrelated, we have 

 
where N0 denotes the monolateral noise density. 

VII.2.3 OFDM/OQAM WITH ALAMOUTI SCHEME 
Equation (3) means that we can consider the transmission of OFDM/OQAM on a given sub-carrier 
as a flat fading transmission even if a(i)

m0,n0 is an inter-carrier and intersymbol term. Thus, let us 
try to apply the Alamouti scheme on each sub-carrier. As OFDM/OQAM transmits real data, 
transmitting a complex data d(c)

m,n results in OFDM/OQAM to the transmission of its real part 
Re{d(c)

m,n} and its imaginary part Im{d(c)
m,n}. Let us denote by am,n,i the real data transmitted by 

antenna i at time instant m and sub-carrier n. Therefore, if we apply the previous Alamouti scheme 
to OFDM/OQAM at a particular sub-carrier m, it will result in the transmission of: 

 
Again, we assume the channel to be constant between the time instant 2n and 2n + 1. 
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This means that in OFDM/OQAM, the channel is assumed to be constant between the time instant 
2n and 2n+3, since the time scale in OFDM/OQAM is τ0 = T0/2 (transmission 

of real symbols). Let us denote by hm,n,i the channel coefficient between transmit antenna i and the 
receive antenna at sub-carrier m and time instant n. Therefore, at the single receive antenna we 
have 

Eq.(5) 

Setting 

 
And using Eq.(5) 

 

With 

 
This results in the following equation: 
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 is an orthogonal matrix that is similar to the one found in Eq.(4) for the conventional 2X1 

Alamouti scheme. However, the  term appears, which is an interference term due 
to the fact that OFDM/OQAM has only a real orthogonality. Therefore, even without noise 
and assuming a distortion-free channel, we cannot achieve a good error probability since 

 is an inherent “noise” component. 

 

 

Figure 2: Alamouti transmission scheme with OFDM/OQAM. 

Otherwise said, the Alamouti OFDM/OQAM transmission scheme depicted in Fig. 2, where the R/I 
blocks implement the staggering rule that leads, taking separately the real and imaginary parts of 
the complex numbers, to the am,n data symbols, is naturally impaired by an “extra” noise 
component. This can be seen as a consequence of the absence of a complex orthogonality 
property of the OFDM/OQAM. To tackle this drawback some research studies are being carried out 
[6] [7] and [8]. Now, having introduce the trouble of the combination of OFDM/OQAM with 
Alamouti, we propose to compare SISO OFDM/OQAM versus MISO Alamouti CP-OFDM in order to 
see if Alamouti is suitable and more resistant for mobile environment and large delay spread 
values. 
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VII.3 SISO OFDM/OQAM VERSUS MISO ALAMOUTI CP-OFDM  

VII.3.1 CONTEXT 
In this part we present the performances of the OFDM/OQAM (Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplex/ Offset Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) modulation compared to OFDM/MISO 
/Alamouti trough two typical channels, one tap with Doppler and AWGN (Additive White Gaussian 
Noise) and SFN model (Single Frequency Network) with AWGN. 

For these evaluations we use a modem implementing DVB-T framing and Turbo coding scheme. 
After a presentation of OFDM/OQAM, we present different OQAM filter family with their 
performances in terms of Doppler and delay spread robustness.. Then, we select the best solution 
for the comparison with OFDM/MISO/Alamouti. 

In the last part we present the performances obtained with the OFDM/MISO/Alamouti decoder 
either by using the simple ZF (Zero Forcing) decoder or the MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error) 
one. Comparison is carried out by considering a SISO OFDM/OQAM transmission with the TFL1 
prototype filter. 

VII.3.2 SIMULATION CHAIN DESCRIPTION 
The software validation chain is similar to the VHDL prototyping developed at Orange Labs in 
Rennes. It is based on the DVB-T framing in 2K mode. It is composed of: 

• A random data generator; 

• A duo binary turbo coder of 1504 info size bits; 

• A specific bit interleaver of the same size for the systematic and redundancy parts; 

• A puncturing component in order to achieve the 1/2, 7/12, 2/3, 5/6 and 11/12 coding 
rates; 

• A pre-mapping block that optimizes the results for low SNR values (LSB and MSB bit 
partitioning); 

• A mapping component allowing to generate the QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM and 256QAM 
mappings; 

• A framing module that inserts the scattered pilots (and that will allow to process the 
OFDM/OQAM intrinsic interference produced by the pilot on the neighbourhood data); 

• A phase component that corresponds to the ambiguity function of the OFDM/OQAM filters; 

• A 2K FFT modulation; 

• The OFDM/OQAM prototype filter is the TFL1 one since it proposes the best compromise 
between Doppler shift and resistance against large delay spreads. 

 

At the reception side, the dual transmitter functions are implemented by considering the perfect 
channel estimation either with Zero Forcing or MMSE equalization for MISO scenario. The sampling 
frequency is equal to 9.14 MHz has defined in DVB-T/H standards for the 8MHz bandwidth. 

The Figure 3 depicts the simulation chain block diagram. 
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Figure 3: Simulation chain block diagram 

VII.3.3 PRESENTATION OF THE DIFFERENT ODFM/MISO/ALAMOUTI SCHEMES 
To compare conventional MISO/OFDM based on the Alamouti STBC scheme and SISO/OQAM, we 
are tested two different structures of MISO/Alamouti. The first one is the classical STBC (Space 
Time Block Coding) solution that performs the Alamouti coding in the time domain and the second 
was proposed and accepted by the DVB-T2 consortium that carries out the Alamouti coding in the 
frequency domain. The fact not to combine Alamouti with OQAM is deliberately done, due to the 
fact that technical troubles are not solved. 

 

Figure 4: MISO description 

VII.3.4 TIME APPROACH (CLASSICAL) 

This approach is the simple explanation of the transmission scheme with Alamouti Space Time 
Block coding that is represented in the following table. 

 n n+1 
S1 Xn,m X*

n+1,m

S2 -Xn+1,m X*
n,m 

n: time index 

S1: signal out for the first antenna 

S2: signal out for the second antenna 

(*): complex conjugate 

Alamouti decoder is: 

R1 = H1Xm,n + H2Xn,m+1 + N1 
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R2 = -H1X*
n,m+1 + H2X*

n,m + N2 

Where H1 and H2 describe the channel transfer functions between TX1 and RX and TX2 and RX 
respectively, and with N1 and N2 characterizing the noise terms. 

VII.3.5 FREQUENCY APPROACH (INCLUDED IN DVB-T2) 
For the frequency approach the transmission scheme is described below: 

 m m+1 
S1 Xn,m Xn,m+1 
S2 -X*n,m+1 X*

n,m 

m: frequency index 

S1: signal out for the first antenna 

S2: signal out for the second antenna 

(*): complex conjugate 

Accordingly, the signal components can be recovered at the receiver side, as follows. The received 
complex values for the cells of a MISO pair, R1 and R2 are given by: 

R1 = H1Xm,n – H2X*
n,m+1 + N1 

R2 = H1Xn,m+1 – H2X*
n,m + N2 

VII.3.6 PERFORMANCES RESULTS 
The performances obtained through the modem presented in §VII.3.2 between SISO/OFDM/OQAM 
and OFDM/MISO/Alamouti against Doppler are presented below. 

VII.3.6.1 RESULTS WITH DOPPLER SHIFT 
The principle of the simulation is for one Doppler shift, we look at a target BER (Bit Error Rate) 
around 10-4 according to a variation of the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) value. 
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Figure 5: Performance results comparing the OFDM/OQAM, OFDM conventional and 

OFDM/MISO/Alamouti in Doppler environment 

First, we notice, in Figure 5  that the gain is around 1.7 for OQAM against conventional OFDM  that 
confirms the previous results. For the implementation corresponding to the STBC structure carried 
out in the time domain, it is essential to use a MMSE decoder. Indeed, the implementation of STBC 
Alamouti coding assumes that the channel must to be invariant in the direction where the coding is 
applied. In the case of time varying channel (subject to velocity impact), the implementation of ZF 
decoding doesn't allow to restore the STBC orthogonality. The main conclusion is that adding a 
MISO component to conventional OFDM is not sufficient to achieve the SISO/OQAM performance 
in terms of Doppler impact. In addition, it is more suitable to implement Alamouti in the frequency 
domain when considering time varying channel as proposed by DVB-T2 consortium and in that 
case ZF decoder is sufficient enough (not necessary to implement MMSE decoder). 

VII.3.6.2 RESULTS WITH SFN CHANNEL 
 

The characteristic of SFN is a two paths channel with 0dB coefficients. For the simulation we 
change the delay (in µs) of the second path. It's like for Doppler the target is a BER around 10-4 
according to a variation of SNR in decibel. In this simulation scenario, we considered a channel 
without Doppler. 
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Figure 6: Performance results comparing the OFDM/OQAM, OFDM conventional and 

OFDM/MISO/Alamouti in SFN 

Figure 6 shows that performance results between conventional OFDM with guard interval of 1/16 
and OFDM/OQAM with TFL1 filter are equivalent For the low delays we notice the gain from 
MISO/Alamouti around 3dB against conventional OFDM and OFDM/OQAM; this gain comes from 
the antenna diversity. Between the two schemes of MISO/Alamouti applied either in the time or in 
the frequency domains for SFN channel the classical structure (STBC in time) is required. Indeed, 
SFN scenario leads to very selective channel that induces channel variations between consecutives 
sub-carries. Then, the Alamouti hypothesis is not ensure as explained previously and needs to 
apply MMSE decoder. We can also notice that the MISO component allows the conventional OFDM 
system to be more robust against large echoes and that for SFN environment, time domain 
MISO/OFDM is more suitable than frequency one. Then, the STBC solution done in DVB-T2 is less 
robust than classical time domain Alamouti coding scheme when considering SFN environment. 

VII.4 CONCLUSION 
The first part of this document was to introduce the difficulty of combining OFDM/OQAM with 
Alamouti and also to evaluate the performances of ODFM/OQAM against OFDM/MISO/Alamouti 
through two typical channels affected either by Doppler or SFN environments. After referring to 
some contributions already presented in the B21C framework and recalling that the OFDM/OQAM 
is well adapted to mobile environment with delay spread values less than 10% of the symbol 
duration, we give a comparison between conventional OFDM with MISO/Alamouti and 
SISO/OQAM. We have shown that MISO transmission doesn't improve the OFDM performances in 
Doppler environment. In the case of time varying channel, it has been shown that Alamouti 
performed in the frequency domain as proposed in DVB-T2 is more suitable than Alamouti carried 
out in the time domain, that allows the system to only implement a ZF decoder. This conclusion 
can be reversed when considering SFN environment where MMSE decoder is necessary when 
performing the DVB-T2 solution. In addition, MISO transmission in SFN scenario has shown that 
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OFDM is more robust against frequency selective channel mainly when implementing classical time 
domain Alamouti. However, performing Alamouti doesn't improve the performance in case of 
Doppler effect and doesn't allow to reach the performances of a SISO OFDM/OQAM system. 

However, in SFN environment, the Alamouti coding scheme brings some improvements, especially 
when implementing it in the time domain. The last remark concerns the proposition of DVB-T2 
consortium with a MISO/Alamouti coded in frequency, the results have shown that this solution 
doesn't bring anything with regard to the Doppler effect. In SFN environment, it obliges to use 
MMSE decoder whereas it gives worst performance than classical Alamouti scheme 
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